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Abstract

Twitter is a popular online social network among researchers. Researchers
use Twitter to exchange views and opinions on various topics as well as
discussing and promoting new ideas and publications.
The experiments conducted throughout this thesis are based on a Twitter
dataset created by computer scientists whose research area is known. The
thesis can roughly be divided into four parts. The first part explains the ac-
quisition of the Twitter dataset. The second part presents various statistics of
the dataset. It is shown that most Tweets are created during working hours
and the users’ activity differs greatly. Furthermore, the network created by
the users’ follower relationships is shown to have small world features and
the research area affiliations are visible therein.
The thesis’ third part is dedicated to the investigation of hashtag usage
within the dataset. An analysis of the hashtag usage showed that most
hashtags are very seldom used. The popularity of hashtag usage seems to
be constant, but there are changes on short-terms. By using the mapping of
users to research areas, the hashtags were assigned to research areas as well.
Thus research area specific and general hashtags could be identified.
The forth part is focused on the distribution of hashtags through the ob-
served Twitter network. Information flow trees were proposed to represent
the distribution of each hashtag. These information flow trees show, among
other things, each user’s information spreading efficiency and how often a
user is at the start or end of an information cascade. These findings were
tested to correlate with user attributes like the Tweet and Retweet count
and the follower relationships. These results showed that information flow
trees are influenced by user attributes, but the correlation is only strong in
some few cases.

Keywords. Online social network analysis, Information diffusion, Science
2.0, Information cascades
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Kurzfassung

Unter Wissenschaftlern ist Twitter ein sehr beliebtes soziales Netzwerk. Dort
diskutieren sie verschiedenste Themen und werben für neue Ideen oder
präsentieren Ergebnisse ihrer aktuellen Forschungsarbeit.
Die in dieser Arbeit durchgeführten Experimente beruhen auf einem Twitter-
Datensatz welcher aus den Tweets von Informatikern, deren Forschungs-
bereiche bekannt sind, besteht. Die vorliegende Diplomarbeit kann grob in
vier Teile unterteilt werden: Zunächst wird beschrieben, wie der Twitter-
Datensatz erstellt wurde. Danach werden diverse Statistiken zu diesem
Datensatz präsentiert. Beispielsweise wurden die meisten Tweets während
der Arbeitszeit erstellt und die Nutzer sind unterschiedlich stark aktiv. Aus
den Follower-Beziehungen der Nutzer wurde ein Netzwerk erstellt, welches
nachweislich small world Eigenschaften hat. Darüber hinaus sind in diesem
Netzwerk auch die verschiedenen Forschungsbereiche sichtbar.
Der dritte Teil dieser Arbeit ist der Untersuchung der Hashtagbenutzung
gewidmet. Dabei zeigte sich, dass die meisten Hashtags nur selten be-
nutzt werden. Über den gesamten Beobachtungszeitraum betrachtet ändert
sich die Verwendung von Hashtags kaum, jedoch gibt es viele kurzfristige
Schwankungen. Da die Forschungsbereiche der Nutzer bekannt sind, können
auch die Bereiche der Hashtags bestimmt werden. Dadurch können die
Hashtags dann in fachspezifische und generelle Hashtags unterteilt werden.
Die Analyse der Weitergabe von Hashtags über das Twitter-Netzwerk wird
im vierten Teil mittels sogenannter Informationsflussbäume betrachtet. Auf-
grund dieser Informationsflussbäume kann gemessen werden wie gut ein
Nutzer Informationen verbreitet und erzeugt. Dabei wurde auch die Hy-
pothese bestätigt, dass diese Eigenschaften von der Anzahl der Tweets und
Retweets und der Stellung im sozialen Netzwerk abhängen. Jedoch ist dieser
Zusammenhang nur in Einzelfällen stark ausgeprägt.
Schlüsselwörter. Soziale online Netzwerke, Informationsverteilung, Science
2.0, Informationskaskaden
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1 Introduction

Using online social media platforms has become more and more popular.
Social media platforms are used by a wide range of people, they are not
restricted to people affiliated with a certain age group, ethnic group, profes-
sion or any other group like this. Usually, online social media platforms are
used to discuss and share current topics, news and activities or to promote
new ideas, products and publications. Social media platforms can be used
to converse and collaborate with people living far away from each other.
Thus it comes without surprise that social media platforms are used by
scientists, because scientists from different countries often work together on
joint projects.

In scientific surroundings social media platforms are used above all to dis-
cuss and to share new ideas or intermediate results and to promote recently
published papers. Twitter has become one of the most important social
media platforms and is already heavily used during scientific conferences
(Wen, Lin, et al., 2014). On that account it can be assumed that Twitter is
a favored online social media platform among scientists. Hence, several
scientific papers are already focused on the usage of Twitter in scientific
surroundings.

This thesis investigates how hashtags are distributed on Twitter through a
group of computer scientists. In particular, a Twitter dataset, consisting of
all Twitter activities by specific users during a two and a half year period,
was created for this thesis (see section 4.2). The specific users are Twitter
accounts, which are known to be owned by computer scientists (Hadgu and
Jäschke, 2014) and whose fields of research are known (Pujari et al., 2015).

In this thesis, an information flow tree describes the sequence of users,
who have adopted a specific hashtag. A link is introduced between two
users if one user has adopted a specific hashtag the other user has used

1



1 Introduction

or introduced before in time. Only these users where included in our
information flow trees if they were influenced by another user and if they
reused the hashtag within a defined time frame (see section 3.2.2). It is
assumed that hashtags are distributed over to the Twitter follower network.
Hence, in an information flow tree, a user A can only influence another
user B if user B follows user A. The time frame is chosen in a way that
the hashtag’s distribution through the Twitter network is more likely than
the distribution through other channels. Note that for each hashtag usage,
the timestamp is available in our dataset. Therefore, our information flow
trees can be used to investigate the distribution and reachability of a single
hashtag within a certain time frame. In order to fit the process of creating
information flow trees to the underlying data, the process can be modified by
several parameters such as the time frame or the allowance to use multiple
timestamps per user.

The tree form was chosen for the information flow trees, because previ-
ous work suggests that trees represent cascades well. Gomez Rodriguez,
Leskovec, and Krause (2010) stated that an information cascade’s influence
structure is given as a directed tree. As described by Leskovec, Singh, and
Kleinberg (2006), information cascades can be regarded to be trees or near-
trees. Sadikov et al. (2011) stated that influence cascades have to resemble
trees since each user can only appear once in an action sequence. Following
this statement, each user within an information cascade, but the first user,
was influenced by at least one other user within the cascade.

Users, who create and spread hashtags frequently, were identified by analyz-
ing the information flow trees of several hashtags. Based on the hypothesis
that more active and better connected users are probably better information
spreaders than others, the measurements taken from the information flow
trees (see section 3.3) and the user’s activity and connectivity were com-
pared (see section 4.6.4). This experiment should show if information flow
trees and thereby the distribution of hashtags are influenced by the involved
users’ activity and social status. Thus, a well-connected user might spread
hashtags more efficiently than a user with hardly any friends or followers.
Likewise, a very active user might be more often at the beginning of an
information flow tree than a user who tweets seldom.

The social relationships on Twitter play an important role at the creation

2



1 Introduction

of information flow trees, because they only consider information passed
to neighbors in Twitter’s social network. Hence, if a user reads a hashtag
in another user’s timeline and is thus influenced to use the hashtag, this
connection is only represented in an information flow tree if there is a social
relationship between these two users. The social relationships within the
used dataset are discussed in section 4.3. Further, the social relationships of
users interacting with each other and the user activities are investigated as
well. This chapter also contains statistics showing how many Tweets were
created at which time and the distribution of Tweets over users.

Hashtags play an important role in this thesis. Therefore, their usage within
the Twitter dataset is analyzed in section 4.5. There it is displayed how
often and when which hashtags are used. For some selected hashtags, a
visualization showing when the hashtags were used, is analyzed. As each
user’s research area affiliation is known, the hashtag usage per research
area can be calculated as well. With this data, an assignment of hashtags to
research areas is possible. This assignment and its results are discussed in
this section, too. The different subsets of hashtags which are used for several
experiments, like the creation of information flow trees, are also explained
in this section.

1.1 Research Questions

In order to clarify the problems addressed in this thesis, three research ques-
tions were stated. These questions summarize the main problems addressed
by this thesis and are explained in detail in the following:

RQ 1: Research area specific hashtags

Are there hashtags, which are only used by users affiliated with the same area
of research?
Hashtags are usually associated with certain topics. Since topics can
be specific for certain research fields and the research area is known
for each user within the dataset, identification of area specific hashtags
should be possible. Furthermore, some hashtags might be used only

3



1 Introduction

by users of a few research areas and other hashtags might have no
noticeable affiliation with any specific research area.

RQ 2: Representing information flow

How to represent the diffusion of hashtags on Twitter?
Twitter is used to propagate various kinds of information. This in-
formation diffusion should be captured in order to see which users
are responsible for creating and spreading pieces of information. This
representation of the information flow should be close to reality and
adjustable for different types of information and different diffusion
speeds.

RQ 3: Identifying preeminent user attributes

Which user attributes correlate with the user’s role within an information
cascade on Twitter?
For each Twitter user the number of activities and social ties can be
calculated. Twitter activities are Tweets and Retweets, social ties are
given by a user’s friends and followers. These four features might be
indicative for the user’s role within an information cascade. These roles
describe the user’s effectiveness as information spreader and if they
are information sources or sinks.

4



2 Related Work

Due to the fact that Twitter is a very well-known microblogging service,
many scientific studies use Twitter data. These studies are not restricted to
any field of research. For instance, Twitter datasets can be used in political
science: Twitter data was used to predict the German federal election in 2009

and to analyze how Twitter is used during an election (Tumasjan et al., 2010).
Larsson and Moe (2011) analyzed the Twitter users during the Swedish
election campaign in 2010. So these papers show that Twitter data can be
used to summarize the sentiment during an election campaign and predict
the election’s outcome. Furthermore, the Twitter usage by the members of
the U.S. congress was analyzed (Golbeck, Grimes, and A. Rogers, 2010).
Another example of Twitter data usage is presented in Abel et al., 2012.
This paper introduces a system to detect and summarize incidents like fires
or earthquakes. The Tweets are used to create a profile of the incident to
enable real-time analytics. Mendoza, Poblete, and Castillo (2010) verified
if Tweets are reliable if they are created during a natural disaster and how
these Tweets got propagated through the Twitter network. While Twitter can
be used for merchandizing, rapid product feedback, quick news distribution
and other commercial uses, these two papers show that Twitter can be also
used to enhance civil life.

This thesis contributes to the existing research, by adding analysis of the
usage of Twitter by computer scientists. Hence, this chapter is based on
papers which are focused on the usage of social networks like Twitter in
scientific surroundings.
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2.1 Empirical analysis of social network usage

In a first step, scientific studies analyzing the usage of social networks by
scientists are introduced.

2.1.1 Scientific usage of Twitter

The papers listed in this section investigate why Twitter is used by scien-
tists and the relation between Twitter and the academic world. The study
described by Zhao and Rosson (2009) investigates the usage of Twitter
in working environments. The study’s results show that Twitter is quite
popular in working environments as an informal communication medium
used for collaborative work. Honey and Herring (2009) tested if Twitter is
a good platform for conversation and collaboration. They found that Twit-
ter is already used widely for collaboration and the usage will eventually
improve with user interface adaptions. These two papers show that Twitter
is used and might simplify collaborative work. As collaborative work is
often required for scientific projects, this can be a reason why scientists use
Twitter.

First, one has to know why scientists use Twitter. Priem and Costello (2010)
attended to this question as well as to how scholars cite on Twitter. They
interviewed a few scientists and analyzed their Tweets. The authors found
that Twitter citations of publications are often indirect citations and thereby
differ from traditional citations in papers. However, these Twitter citations
are perceived faster and are also regarded as measurement for the scientific
impact of a publication. The connection between Tweets, scientific impact
and future citations is studied by Eysenbach (2011). By analyzing Tweets
linking to a publication, he discovered that future highly cited papers can
be predicted mere three days after their publication. While these two papers
already investigated the usage of Twitter by scientists, they are more focused
on the correlation of Twitter popularity of scientists and actual scientific
impact than conversational patterns.
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2.1.2 Twitter usage at scientific conferences

Scientists tend to use Twitter during scientific conferences to exchange
a broad range of information. For instance, Twitter is used to announce
speeches or to comment on current presentations. The papers presented in
this section investigate Twitter datasets collected at scientific conferences.
Thus, they are similar to this thesis by examining the Twitter activities of
researchers.

Garcı́a et al. (2015) analyzed the Twitter data of 26 Computer Science con-
ferences. They classified the Twitter users into language groups in order to
see which languages were spoken at the conferences and what interaction
occurs between these language groups. They verified their assumption that
English is the most popular language, but a significant proportion of con-
ference attendees use other languages as well. Further they discovered that
users speaking only English and English-Japanese bilinguals mostly interact
with their own language community while users using other languages
interact with users of different language groups more frequently. Different
languages are not considered by this thesis, but for future work it would be
interesting to solemnly use English Tweets.

Wen, Lin, et al. (2014) analyzed the usage and communication patterns
on Twitter of 16 Computer Science conferences over 5 years. They found
that over the analyzed years information sharing became more important.
They showed that Twitter is considered as an information platform during
scientific conferences. The Retweet ratio and the usage of URLs in Tweets
also increases steadily, while the usage of replies and mentions stays more
or less the same. This study is partly similar to the analysis presented in
4.3.3.

Another study focused on the Tweets created at four academic conferences
was done by Wen, Parra, and Trattner (2014). Twitter users were manually
classified into five groups. Thereafter, the communication across the groups
was monitored in order to see which groups got most attention and who are
the most important users in a group. While the groups are quite different
from the research areas used in this thesis, the investigation of the group’s
behavior is slightly similar.
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The usage of Twitter during conferences was also analyzed by Reinhardt et
al. (2009). The authors discovered that Twitter is often used as an additional
way to discuss current topics and to share complementary information.
The information exchange is usually done in plain text or web links. The
publication notes that an advantage of microblogging is that it is not limited
to a common location, so virtually anyone can participate in discussions.
Moreover, with the help of Twitter, conference attendees can also follow
parallel sessions.

Tweets of scientific conferences were also explored by Weller, Dröge, and
Puschmann (2011). In this paper, the authors focused on the analysis of
Twitter citations. They discovered that the observed scientists cite by quoting
statements in Retweets and by linking to external sources with URLs. The
author’s research showed that classical citations and Twitter citations have
slightly different purposes. However, they say that the frequency of an URL
could still be used as measurement for the referenced resource’s impact.

The questions if Twitter use during a conference is beneficial for the atten-
dees and the overall research process is attended to by Ross et al. (2011).
The authors of this paper also describe the observed usage of Twitter during
a conference. One of their findings was that Tweets with the same hash-
tag are not one distributed conversation, but multiple monologues and
loosely joined dialogues. This behavior explains why there are often parallel
information flow trees.

The listed publications show why and how Twitter is used during scientific
conferences and discuss various characteristics of the used Twitter dataset.
It is shown that Twitter usage during conferences is an accepted way to
communicate, but the Twitter usage has changed over the years as well as
the users and user groups. These studies are all similar in some way to this
thesis, but the used Twitter dataset is quite different. While these papers
use datasets created at relatively short, but repeated occurrences, this thesis
uses a continuous dataset over a longer period.
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2.2 Communities and users in social networks

The reasons for community creation in social networks are various. The
topical and geographical properties of Twitter’s social network were ana-
lyzed by Java et al. (2007). This study shows that users build communities
by connecting with users with similar intentions. This section also presents
publications, which investigated if Twitter users can be classified and how
to measure a user’s influence. The hypothesis that people tend to connect
to people with similar interest was strengthened by Wu et al. (2011). The
authors of this paper discovered that celebrities tend to follow celebrities,
bloggers tend to follow bloggers and so on. Hence, researchers might prefer
communicating with other researchers of the same field. Another finding
of this paper was that the majority of contents is created by a minority of
users.

2.2.1 Classify users

Rao et al. (2010) present an approach to classify user attributes like gen-
der, age, political orientation and regional origin from Twitter data. The
authors use a stacked-SVM-based classification algorithm to extract the user
attributes. While the approach is quite different from this thesis, the authors
wanted to correlate Twitter data with user attributes or behavior as well.

2.2.2 User influence

When analyzing social networks, preeminent users, who have considerable
more connections to other users, are found frequently. These outstanding
users often influence other users by acting as a role model or idol. Influence
in social networks was already studied long before online social networks
were invented. Examples of those earlier studies are E. M. Rogers (1962)
and Gold et al. (1956).

However, social influence is not easily measured. Anagnostopoulos, Kumar,
and Mahdian (2008) present a model which tries to create a correlation
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between user actions and social ties. With this model the authors want to
describe social influence. B. Sun and Ng (2012) identified influential users
by using only the user’s postings. The users were classified into starters
and connectors. Leavitt et al. (2009) split Twitter users into two groups
identified by their Tweets which are either conversation-based or content-
based. Celebrities tend to use Tweets for conversation purposes, whereas
news media rather spread contents. The papers address a similar research
question as chapter 4.6.4, where the user attributes are correlated with the
user’s effectiveness of information spreading.

Cha et al. (2010) argue that the influential Twitter users usually are charac-
terized by a well above average number of followers, plenty of Retweets and
a lot of mentions in various Tweets. However, the study presented in this
paper shows that the sets of high ranking users per dimension (followers,
Retweets, mentions) have little overlap. The authors think that this happens
because the dimensions mean different things. The number of followers
shows a user’s popularity, a Tweet is usually often retweeted if its content
is of great value and the number of mentions is a measurement for a user’s
name value. The paper also analyzed other measures for influence like the
total number of Tweets or the number of friends, but these measures were
set aside, because they identified spammers as most influential users.

The research presented by Weng et al. (2010) also focuses on the influence
of users in the Twitter network. The authors of this paper invented a
measurement for user influence called TwitterRank. This ranking method
is an extension to the PageRank algorithm Page et al. (1999) and uses
the topical similarity between users and the link structure to indicate a
user’s influence. Again, this paper might explain results gained from the
information flow trees.

2.3 Information diffusion

Twitter can often be described as monologue, if used to express one’s opinion
on various matters or to share resources and news with the followers (Ross
et al., 2011). However, Twitter also allows its users to interact with each
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other. The question how information is distributed over Twitter inspired
many scientific papers. Some of these papers are discussed in this section.

The modeling of information diffusion is often crucial for analyzing informa-
tion diffusion in real data. These models are usually activation sequences or
spreading cascades (Guille, Hacid, et al., 2013). Gomez Rodriguez, Leskovec,
and Krause (2010) created a model showing how users got influenced by
their neighbors. In this model, the influence structure is also represented
as a tree. Time plays an important role in this model as well, because if
there is more time between two usages of the same piece of information, the
probability that one user influenced the other sinks. However, this model is
different from the information flow trees used in this thesis, because its focus
is on the most probable way a piece of information took, while information
flow trees represent all ways a piece of information took equally.

Sadikov et al. (2011) created information propagation cascades from the
Twitter network and the blogosphere. These cascades are trees just like the
information flow trees. The authors argue that each user can only appear
once in an action sequence and all users, but the user at the cascade’s
root, were influenced by other users. Thus, the influence cascades are trees.
According to Leskovec, Singh, and Kleinberg (2006) information cascades
are created if users were influenced by other users within a social network
to adopt a new idea or action. As described in this paper, these information
cascades can be considered as trees or near-trees.

2.3.1 Topic diffusion

Twitter can be used to share news and opinions on current matters. Due
to this usage, Tweets are often connected to current events. Consequently,
researchers have already worked on this subject.

Zubiaga et al. (2011) present an approach to detect trending topics and to
classify these topics into news, current events, memes or commemoratives.
This classification relies on 15 features, which are language independent
and characterized by the trending topic’s social diffusion. Further on, only
Tweets sent before the topic became ’hot’ and no external sources are needed
for the classification. Hence, the classification can be done as soon as the
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topic becomes viral. Instead of whole topics Leskovec, Backstrom, and
Kleinberg (2009) tracked so-called memes across the web. These memes are
distinctive phrases. In their paper the authors presented a framework to
track these memes on the web.

Romero, Meeder, and Kleinberg (2011) analyzed the spreading of hashtags
through the Twitter network. The evaluated hashtags are linked to quite
different topics. Their paper’s goal is to describe the diffusion of different
kinds of information in a shared environment, while this thesis is focused
on the diffusion of hashtags and the resulting user roles. The authors of the
paper claim that Twitter is an ideal platform to observe the spreading of
a broad range of topics. The spread of a hashtag does not just depend on
the associated topic, but as well as some more subtle features, which are
described in their paper.

2.3.2 Prediction of information diffusion

While analyzing the flow of information in a given dataset, the prospective
information diffusion is the focus of several papers. Guille and Hacid (2012)
present a model to predict the information spread of an topic on social
networks. Another research dealing with information diffusion was done
by Ma, A. Sun, and Cong (2012), who tried to predict the future popularity
of a hashtag. Cheng et al. (2014) analyzed cascades on Facebook by tracking
photos which got reshared and they were able to predict how cascades will
continue to grow. The prediction of information diffusion is not part of
thesis, but a prediction of future information cascades is basis for future
work.

2.3.3 Information persistence

Often Twitter and other social media platforms are used to share information
and resources. However, several shared resources become inaccessible after
some time, because hyperlinks get invalid or resources were removed. In
order to provide some figures on this loss of shared resources, SalahEldeen
and Nelson (2012) explored the data loss on some social media datasets.
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They found that after one year about 11% of all shared resources are lost
and on each additional day 0.02% will vanish. The problem of disappearing
online resources is not limited to social network. For instance, Sanderson,
Phillips, and Van de Sompel (2011) study the number of valid links in
papers and Ainsworth et al. (2011) investigate the number of archived
webpages. Those studies are relevant for this thesis’ crawling part, since
some information might got lost over time.

2.3.4 Analyzing information cascades

Information cascades can be used in several ways. One possible usage is
to check whether the social relationships are reflected in the information
cascades. An analysis like this is also done in this thesis (see section 4.6).
Kitsak et al. (2010) showed that the best connected users in social networks
are not necessarily the best information spreaders, but users located at the
network’s so-called core. This analysis is quite different from the analysis of
information flow trees conducted in this thesis, because the authors did not
create any structures similar to information flow trees for their studies.

The distribution of advertisements in Sina-Microblogs (a chinese microblog)
was analyzed by Yin et al. (2012). The authors of this paper discovered that
news usually reach a wide audience efficiently, though celebrities do not
influence advertisements as much as expected. The information cascade rep-
resentation used in this paper consists of the reactions to a user’s postings.
This representation differs to information flow trees by allowing bidirec-
tional edges and a different information distribution tracking approach.
Arnaboldi et al. (2014) argue that the strength of the relationship between
users affects the information diffusion. They used an information diffusion
model which is based on the probability that a user influenced another
user. Their paper suggests using the strength of social relationships when
predicting which users are likely to start large information cascades.

Another way to examine information cascades is to look at the patterns of
these cascades. This is done by Rattanaritnont, Toyoda, and Kitsuregawa
(2012), who analyzed the cascade patterns for several topics on Twitter.
Their results show that cascades created by hashtags from different topics
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have distinguishable patterns, but that observation also holds true for some
hashtags on the same topic. The authors also noticed that the time of Tweets
and the influence of a user on her or his followers are the best measures
to distinguish cascade patterns. The cascades created for this study are
quite similar to the information flow trees used by this thesis, but these
cascades allow several starting points and the time between the usages is
less important there.

Instead of explaining cascades by social relationships of the involved users,
cascades can be used together with a graph of social relationships to de-
tect communities of within the users. This hypothesis was investigated by
Barbieri, Bonchi, and Manco (2013). They argued that a message cascade
contains information about the user’s communities as community structure
is an important factor forming the cascades. In this publication, information
cascades are not used directly, but within a more complex model.
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This chapter explains the experimental setting used for this thesis. At the
beginning, the social media platform Twitter and associated terms are
illustrated. The next section is about information flow trees. There, their
purpose, properties and creation methods are explained in detail. The last
section of this chapter covers the analysis of the information flow trees.
There, the used approach to analyze information flow trees is explained.
In this process, measurements for individual users and hashtags as well as
measurements analyzing information flow trees collectively are computed.

3.1 About Twitter

Twitter1 is a social media platform where users interact through so-called
microblogs. Since this thesis is based on a Twitter-dataset, it is necessary
to explain the most often used Twitter-terms and Twitter itself. Twitter’s
functionalities and features are described in this section, as well as the social
relationships on Twitter.

3.1.1 Twitter Features

Twitter provides several features, which are discussed in combination with
Twitter characteristics in this section.

1https://twitter.com/
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Tweets Twitter is mainly a broadcast medium for microblogs. The mi-
croblogs used on Twitter are also called Tweets or statuses. Throughout this
thesis, they will be called Tweets. Tweets are short textual status messages
limited to a maximum of 140 Unicode characters. Attaching photos and
videos to Tweets is also possible. If a Tweet got created, the Tweet appears
on the timeline of all followers of the Tweet’s creator. A Tweet does not
consist solemnly of the text message, but there is also some meta-data for
each Tweet available. This meta-data includes, among other things, the ID
of the Tweet’s creator, a unique Tweet-ID, the creation date, information
whether the Tweet is a Retweet or reply, the mentioned users and the used
hashtags.

Retweets If users want to share a Tweet of another user with their follow-
ers, the users create a so-called Retweet. A Retweet is a Tweet linked to
another Tweet (the Tweet which got retweeted). Like all other Tweets, this
Tweet can now be seen by all the user’s followers.

Replies Replies are like Retweets special kinds of Tweets. They are re-
sponses to other Tweets. Therefore, they are linked to the Tweets, which
they replied to.

Hashtags Hashtags are strings starting with #. No spaces or punctuation
marks are allowed in hashtags. They are used to identify associated Tweets.
There is no automatic tagging, but many events name a hashtag and users
tend to include this hashtag, if they are tweeting about this event. The
same holds true for a conversation about a certain topic where most related
Tweets are tagged with the same hashtag.

Screen-names On Twitter users are usually identified by their so-called
screen-name. This name is used if the user’s Twitter account is addressed in
a Tweet and always starts with a @ symbol. The Twitter name is the name
of the Twitter account, this name is often the name or its abbreviation of the
account’s owner or the company running the account.
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3.1.2 Social relationships on Twitter

Social relationships on Twitter are based on the follower-concept and are
unidirectional relationships. A social relationship is created if some user A
decides to follow user B. User A is then considered as B’s follower and B
as A’s friend. So friends and followers on Twitter are just two views of the
same data. Since the social relationships are unidirectional, user B does not
have to follow user A in return. Usually user B takes no part in the creation
of the relationship, because each user is allowed to follow almost every
other user. However, some Twitter accounts are restricted so if B would be
an access restricted user account, B would have to allow A to follow her or
him. Users usually follow each other because if a follower relationship has
been created, the following user gets all new Tweets of B delivered to her or
his Twitter-timeline.

3.2 Information Flow Trees

In this thesis, information flow trees are created to model how information
is distributed in a directed social network. The following section explains
what information flow trees are and their purpose in detail. Thereafter
two different ways to generate information flow trees are introduced. At
the end of this section it is explained how information flow trees can be
used to analyze user behavior, to compare users and to model spreading of
information.

3.2.1 About Information Flow Trees

Information flow trees show how a piece of information gets distributed
in a social network. Various pieces of information can be examined with
information flow trees. For instance, the distribution of hashtags, topics,
URLs or other things like that, which are used on social media platforms
can be analyzed. In this thesis information flow trees are just used for
hashtags on Twitter (RQ 2). Hence, in this thesis information flow trees
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always model how a hashtag travels from one user to another in a Twitter
follower network.

In this setup, an edge of an information flow tree is created if some user
uses a hashtag, which is afterwards used by one of the user’s follower on
Twitter. Since Twitter is usually not the sole information source of Twitter
users, the link is only created if both users’ Tweets were created within
a certain time frame. If there is too much time between two Tweets, it is
assumed that the information got distributed outside the Twitter network.
Trees are chosen instead of directed networks, because there should be no
circles in the information distribution. If a hashtag is used once, the hashtag
is not forgotten within the chosen time frame. So if a user uses a certain
hashtag several times within the time frame, it is assumed that only the
first usage was influenced by another user. However, other users might get
influenced by all hashtag usages of a certain user.

A

B

C

D

E

F
Figure 3.1: Example of an information flow tree - User A created the surveyed hashtag.

Then A’s followers C and B used the hashtag. Afterward B’s followers D, E and
F used the hashtag.

An exemplary information flow tree can be seen in figure 3.1. This infor-
mation flow tree is created by the users A, B, C, D, E and F, who all used
the same hashtag and are related to each other by several follower rela-
tionships. In order to create exactly this information flow tree, the users
have to use the hashtag in an exact sequence. If the users had the same
follower relationships, but used the hashtag in another sequence, most likely
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another information flow tree would have been created. Since the sequence
of the hashtag usage is crucial, the time sequence has to be as follows: User
A created a new hashtag or used a hashtag that was not used some time
ago. Then C and thereafter B used the hashtag. After user C, the users
D, E and F used the hashtag in some arbitrary sequence. In order to get
the information flow tree as shown in the figure, there must exist several
follower relationships between the six users. At least B and C have to follow
A, B has to follow C and D, E and F have to follow B in order to create
the shown information flow tree. However, there might be other follower
relationships as well, which were not included in the information flow tree,
due to the time sequence of hashtag usage. For instance, if A follows all
other users, there will be no changes in the resulting information flow tree,
but if F would follow A, there would be an edge from A to F.

3.2.2 Creation of Information Flow Trees

In the following subsection the creation of information flow trees is ex-
plained in detail. The creational process consists of two parts: The filtering
of the underlying follower network and the creation of information flow
trees based on the filtered network.

Filtering of Follower networks

To create information flow trees a follower network and data indicating
when and which hashtag is used is needed. In this thesis, a follower network
is used where each user-vertex has the used hashtags and their timestamps
attached. The first step to create information flow trees for a certain hashtag
is to filter the whole follower network, so that only the users, who used
the hashtag, remain in the network. This process is illustrated in figure
3.2. First, all users, who did not use the hashtag A are excluded from the
follower network. After this step there might be several users who are not
connected to other users. These users can be removed from the network as
well, because they cannot be a part of any information flow tree, since a
follower connection is therefore required.
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Figure 3.2: Filtering a follower network by the used hashtags - This figure shows the first
step at creating information flow trees. Figure (a) shows an exemplary follower
network. The node’s labels show which tags were used by each user. In figure
(b) the network is filtered in a way that only the users who used the tag A
remain in the network. Since users without any connection cannot be a part of
any information flow tree, these users can be removed as well. The resulting
filtered follower network, which is used to extract information flow trees, is
shown in figure (c).

The filtering of the network is mandatory for the following steps, but it
also shows an unsolvable problem of the creation process: Even if there
are several users, who used the hashtag, there might be few or even none
information flow trees if the users do not follow each other. In figure 3.3 this
problem is illustrated. There, the same network as in the previous example
is filtered for the hashtags B and C. The resulting network for B is very
small and for C there exists no network at all. This problem will probably
arise when creating information flow trees for general hashtags with few
usages.
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Figure 3.3: Nodes get removed from follower network when filtered for specific hash-
tags - This figure shows a problem of the creation of information flow trees.
If the network shown in figure (a) is filtered for hashtag B, the remaining net-
work is very small (see figure (b)). If the network is filtered for hashtag C, all
connections are severed, as can be seen in figure (c)

Creation of Information Flow Trees from filtered follower networks

This section explains how information flow trees are extracted from filtered
follower networks. In order to explain the process in detail, an exemplary
filtered follower network is used. This network can be seen in figure 3.4.
The users are distinguished by their positions in the network plot. Through
all following examples in this section the position of each user remains
the same. The node’s labels show when each user used the hashtag. When
working with real data, the time information is stored by UNIX-timestamps
and the maximum time difference between two usages is given in seconds.
Here, the timestamps just indicate the succession of the hashtag usage. The
time difference between each successive usage is always the same. The
example consists of a follower network with a single component, but in real
data, the follower network could be split in several components as well.

Two slightly different methods to create information flow trees were used.
Which of these methods fits the ongoing analysis better, is unknown at the
beginning. Therefore, both are explained in the following.
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[1, 13] [5, 9, 17] [6, 14]

[7, 16] [2, 11, 18]

[3, 10, 15, 20] [8, 12] [4, 19]

Figure 3.4: Example of filtered follower network with timestamps - Each node in this
figure represents a user. The node’s labels indicate when a user used the
hashtag. The edges indicate the follower relationships. For instance the user
positioned on the top-left follows the user positioned at the bottom-left. The
displayed network is not based on any real network.

Creation of information flow trees for a hashtag with one allowed times-
tamp per user Information flow trees represent the information distribu-
tion in a network. Each edge represents a passing of information from one
user to another. On Twitter, this information passing is for instance done if a
user uses a certain hashtag and one of the user’s followers reads this hashtag
and uses the hashtag, too. However, if there is too much time between these
two usages, the second user might have been influenced another way to
use the hashtag. Hence the time between two hashtag usages is crucial for
creating information flow trees.
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Summing up, to create an information flow tree the following data is
needed:

• A follower network only containing users who used the hashtag
• Data showing when a certain user used the hashtag
• A time frame. This time frame indicates how much time can pass

between two usages of the hashtag, so that it is highly likely that the
information was distributed through the Twitter network and thus can
be added to the resulting information flow tree.

The first step at the creation of information flow trees is to determine which
users can serve as starting points in the resulting trees. Therefore, for each
hashtag usage, a timestamp-user-pair is created. So for each hashtag usage
the user and the usage time is known. A timestamp-user-pair, which is
at the beginning of an information flow tree, has to fulfill the following
conditions:

• The user must not have used the hashtag before within the given time
frame
• The user must not have a friend who used the hashtag before her or

him within the time frame

For each timestamp-user-pair that fulfills these conditions, an information
flow tree gets created. The tree is created by adding new timestamp-user-
pairs to its leafs. Beginning at the tree’s leaf with the timestamp-user-pair
with the lowest timestamp, all unused timestamp-user-pairs are tested if
they could be added to the information flow tree. New timestamp-user pairs
are only allowed to be added to the tree’s leafs if they fulfill the following
conditions:

• The new pair’s user must not be in the tree already. There can be just
one node and thus only one timestamp for each user in each tree
• The new pair’s user has to follow the leaf’s user
• The timestamp of the new pair has to be greater than the leaf’s times-

tamp
• The time difference between the new pair’s timestamp and the leaf’s

timestamp must not be greater than the given time frame

If there are no pairs which can be added, the creation process proceeds to
the leaf with second lowest timestamp. This process is repeated until there
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are no tree ends, where a new timestamp-user end can be added. Thereafter
the information flow tree is finished. However, if the tree consists of a single
node, the tree is disregarded.

Figure 3.5 shows the information flow trees for the network displayed in
figure 3.4. For this example, the time frames four, eight and twelve were
used. A time frame of four means that, for instance, after the 1

st timestamp,
only the 2

nd, 3
rd and 4

th timestamps are within this time frame. In the
sub-figures 3.5a to 3.5c all possible information flow trees for a time frame
of four successive hashtag usages are shown. Three resulting trees seem
quite few, but they are the only allowed trees for the rules defined above.
For instance, the information flow trees starting at the 1

st, 3
rd, 5

th, 15
th, 19

th

and 20
th timestamps consist of just a single node and are thus disregarded.

The users with the 4
th, 6

th and 8
th timestamps are already parts of other

trees with these timestamps and therefore not allowed to start their own
trees. The same holds true for the 9

th, 10
th and 13

th timestamp-user-pairs.
However, these are special cases, because if a information flow tree would
start there, the tree would continue in different directions than in the already
existing trees. For instance, the tree starting at 9

th hashtag usage would
create this tree: (9→ 11→ 12), but this would be a part of a circle, because
the hashtag was already distributed over this way (see figure 3.5a). The
same problem would occur, if a tree would start at the 10

th or 13
th hashtag

usage.

The information flow trees created with an allowed time frame of eight
successive timestamps are not so different from those where only four
successive timestamps were allowed, the trees just get bigger and sometimes
have different starting points. For instance the tree shown in 3.5b is a subtree
of 3.5d and 3.5a is a subtree of 3.5e. The trees created with a maximum of
twelve allowed successive timestamps are also not so different from those
created with a time frame of eight allowed successive timestamps. The
information flow trees shown in 3.5g and 3.5h are just bigger and the tree
shown in 3.5i changed somewhat more compared to 3.5f.
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Figure 3.5: Information flow trees extracted from the example network - The figure shows
all possible information flow trees for the example network with time frames of
4, 8 and 12 allowed successive timestamps. The maximum allowed successive
timestamps is 4 for figures a to c, 8 for figures d to f and 12 for figures g to i.
Other information flow trees are not possible for the given time frames, since
either the trees consists of just a single node or the resulting tree would be a
sub-tree of another tree
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Creation of information flow trees for a hashtag with multiple allowed
timestamps per user The creation of information flow trees for a hashtag
with multiple allowed timestamps differs slightly from the creation were
only one timestamp per user is allowed. The only difference between these
two methods is that the tree’s leafs, where new timestamp-user pairs are
allowed to be added can have multiple timestamps. This is only possible
if the user has used the hashtag once more within in the time frame. This
change should disregard less Tweets of a user. For instance, in the network
displayed in figure 3.4 the user at the top center has used the hashtag at the
5

th, 9
th and 17

th occasion. If this user would be included into an information
flow tree with the 5

th hashtag usage, the user could never influence the user
at the right center if the allowed time frame was four, because the 11

th and
18

th hashtag usage are not within the allowed time frame. However, this
user also used the hashtag at the 9

th occasion, which is within a time frame
of four. This 9

th hashtag usage could influence the user at the right center
to using the hashtag at the 11

th occasion. Hence, with multiple allowed
timestamps, the user with the 5

th hashtag usage could influence the user
with the 11

th hashtag usage within an allowed time frame of four.

To explain the difference of these two methods, an example of this creation
method is shown in figure 3.6. In this figure the resulting information flow
trees for the network from figure 3.4 with an allowed time frame of eight
and multiple allowed timestamps per user are shown. The information flow
tress shown in 3.6b and 3.6d are identical to those shown in 3.5e and 3.5f.

Compared to figure 3.5d, in figure 3.6a only the bottom-right vertex is added,
although the time difference to its neighbors is greater than eight. With
the new addition of several allowed timestamps per user, this is allowed.
The user with 8

th hashtag usage also used the hashtag at the 12
th occasion,

which is within the allowed time frame. Consequently, the user probably
just reused the hashtag without further extrinsic influence. The 12

th and 19
th

timestamps are also within this allowed time frame, so one user probably
influenced the other user for using the hashtag. The same holds true for the
user, who used the hashtag as 11

th and again as 18
th, which allows him to

connect to the user with the 19
th timestamp.

The information flow network shown in 3.6c is an entire new tree. Without
the permit to use multiple timestamps per user, the user at the bottom-left
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Figure 3.6: Information flow trees extracted from the example network with multiple
allowed timestamps per vertex - The difference of the information flow trees
shown here to those in figure 3.5 is that here multiple timestamps per vertex are
allowed. Differences can be seen in the subfigures (a) and (c). In these figures
there are edges between timestamps whose difference is bigger than the time
frame of eight allowed successive timestamps
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would have never qualified as a starter, because the user was influenced by
the user, who used the hashtag at the 7

th and 16
th position. However, using

this method the user can create a information flow tree starting at the 3
rd

timestamp, which is only possible with the other method if the time frame
is greater than ten allowed successive timestamps.

Hence, the permit to use multiple timestamps per user should provide more
and maybe longer information flow trees. Probably this method also models
the information flow a little better than the other method, because with this
method the first three users using the hashtag start their own information
flow trees.

Excluding weekends from the time frame An analysis of the number of
Tweets created per weekday (see figure 4.4a) shows that during weekends
considerably less Tweets were created than during workdays. Hence, week-
ends could be excluded when calculating the time difference between two
hashtag usages. For instance, if one usage was on Thursday and another on
Monday, with a time frame of three days, the time difference would be too
great. However, if the weekend is excluded from this calculation, the time
difference would be within the time frame of three days. The weekends can
be excluded in all described information flow tree creation methods.

The approach to disregard the weekends when calculating the time dif-
ference seems to be reasonable as there is less activity on the weekends,
but there are drawbacks as well: For short time frames, the excluding of
weekends might distort the results. Besides some hashtags might have more
or equal activity on weekends while other hashtags might have none activ-
ity during weekends, so a global excluding of weekends might distort the
results even more.
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3.3 Analysis of Information Flow Trees

If many information flow trees got created for a great number of hashtags
and Tweets, analyzing all those trees manually in an efficient way is very
unlikely. Therefore, several measurements to aid the information flow tree
analysis are used. They are explained in the following. The measurements
are sorted into measurements linking to users or hashtags.

3.3.1 Information Flow Tree measurements linked to users

This section discusses the information flow tree measurements linked to
users. All these measurements are calculated together and saved into the
user dataset (see section 4.1.2). These measurements could be calculated on
their own as well, but this approach saves time and gives a better overview
on the resulting data.

Probably, the measurements discussed in the following correlate with other
properties of the user dataset (see section 4.1.2). For instance, a user who
got retweeted very often, might be a good information spreader. In order to
calculate the correlation between two user properties like this, the spearman
rank correlation is used (Spearman, 1904). This correlation is used because
it works for data with arbitrary distribution. The spearman correlation is
calculated by the following formula (d is the difference of the ranks for one
observation):

rSp = 1−
6 ∗∑n

i=1 d2
i

n ∗ (n2 − 1)

Users frequently appearing in information flow trees A user who appears
in many information flow trees is probably an important user no matter at
which position.
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Users frequently starting information flow trees A user starts an informa-
tion flow tree if the user introduces a new hashtag or uses a hashtag which
was not used for a longer time period and at least one of the user’s followers
has to use the same hashtag within the given time-range afterwards. Hence,
users starting a significant number of information flow trees are most likely
important users in the observed community. These users are also referred
to as information sources.

Users frequently at the end of information flow trees Users at the end of
an information flow tree used a hashtag within the given time-range after
at least one of their friends, but none of these users’ followers used the
hashtag within the given time-range. Within the given time frame, these
users are the last users who reliably noticed the hashtag. Being at the end of
an information flow tree can have various reasons, so a user at the end does
not have to be unimportant. However, if a user is only found at the end of
information flow trees, the user can be considered as an information sink.

Users acting as information spreaders An information spreader is a user
who spreads information. So every user in an information flow tree, except
those at the end, can be considered as an information spreader. However,
the goal of this measurement is to identify how efficient a user spreads
information. Two ways to put a user’s information spreading efficiency to
numbers are used:

One way is to look at both the in- and out-links of each vertex of the
information flow tree. To get a comparable score the out-links are divided
by the in-links, but this also means that all sources have to be excluded
from this measurement, because there would be a division by zero. If
this measurement is used, users with higher scores are considered better
information spreaders.

However, one might argue that the number in-links have no meaning when
measuring the information spreading efficiency. So a user with 100 in- and
50 out-links is probably a better information spreader than a user with 2 in-
and 5 out-links. The previously explained measurement above would prefer
the second user with a score of 2.5 over the first user, who just scored 0.5.
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Hence, another way to measure a user’s information spreading efficiency
is to look at the users’ out-links exclusively. If measured this way, only the
number of out-links are counted and the information sources and even the
information sinks can be considered as well.

In order to compare a user’s information spreading importance, the average
score over all information flow trees is used. This way the scores are easily
exchangeable. If the second measurement is used, the scores of users at the
start or end of information flow trees can be added to the mean value as
well.

Information flow tree length If a well-known user is within an information
flow tree, it might become bigger than usual. In order to put this variation
to numbers, the sizes of all information flow trees which can be connected
to a user are compared. An information flow tree is connected to a user, if
the user is within the tree. To measure the tree’s size, the number of edges,
vertices and the pseudo diameters2 can be used. Since a user’s impact on the
information flow tree size might be associated with the user’s position in
the information flow tree, the comparison can be done for users at different
positions separately. So the information flow tree sizes can be calculated
with certain users at the begin, at the end, neither at the begin nor at the
end and at an arbitrary position on the information flow tree. In order to
get comparable values for all users, for each user the mean tree length of all
trees, where the user is present, is used.

3.3.2 Information Flow Tree measurements linked to
hashtags

This section explains the information flow tree measurements linked to
hashtags. All measurements explained here are calculated together and
saved into the hashtag dataset (see section 4.1.3). All these measurements
could be calculated individually, but this approach gives a better overview

2https://graph-tool.skewed.de/static/doc/topology.html#graph_tool.

topology.pseudo_diameter
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from the resulting data, saves time and supports to create visualizations
afterwards without recalculating the measurements.

Information flow tree length This measurement is similar to the measur-
ing of the user’s information flow tree length. Again either the number of
edges, vertices or the pseudo diameter can be used for comparison. This
measurement should show if some hashtags tend to create bigger informa-
tion flow trees or multiple smaller ones. In order to compare the hashtags,
the mean length of all trees belonging to a hashtag can be used.

Information flow tree duration The duration of each information flow tree
belonging to a hashtag is analyzed by this measurement. The duration is
the elapsed time between the first usage of the hashtag covered by the
tree (always the source) and the last usage (done by one of the sinks). This
measurement should show how long a hashtag stays active. The use of this
measurement is probably only reasonable if the information flow trees were
not created by partitioning the active time.
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This chapter explains the results to the experiments discussed in the previ-
ous chapter (see chapter 3). The chapter’s first three sections are about the
used dataset. At first, the dataset’s structure and contained properties are
explained. Thereafter, the dataset acquisition is discussed covering the crawl-
ing of the Twitter-API and the post-processing of the crawler’s results. The
third section is about the dataset characteristics. There, social relationships
within the dataset, the users’ activity and their interactions are discussed.
Thereafter follows a short section describing the research area affiliation of
the users and which share of Tweets was created by users affiliated with
certain research areas. The next part is dedicated to the analysis of hashtags.
Hence, this part discusses the usage of hashtags and the questions if the
hashtag usage changed over time and if hashtags can be assigned to certain
research areas. The chapter’s last section is focused on the analysis of infor-
mation flow trees. The optimal information flow tree creation parameters are
discussed, as well as the resulting information flow trees for some selected
hashtags. At the section’s end, the third research question (Whether user
attributes can influence information flow tree measurements) is attended
to.

4.1 Dataset

The dataset used for this thesis consists of the attributes of Tweets and
attributes of Twitter-users. A crawler was used to create a dataset of Tweets
and users, which is used throughout this thesis. This crawler is described in
detail in section 4.2.2. First, a description of the Tweet and user attributes
is given. Then, the dataset of hashtags is explained. This dataset is used to
save results referring to individual hashtags.
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4.1.1 Dataset of Tweets

Each Tweet-record in the dataset consists of the attributes listed in the
following. All these attributes are obtained by the Twitter crawler and the
dataset of Tweets is neither changed nor amended at any other point.

• A unique Tweet-ID
• The Tweet’s text
• Date and time of the Tweet’s creation
• User-ID linking to the Tweet-creator
• Retweet-Information:

– How many times the Tweet was retweeted in total
– The IDs of the Retweets contained in the dataset
– If the Tweet is a Retweet contained in the dataset, the ID of the

retweeted Tweet

• If the Tweet is a reply to another Tweet, the ID of that Tweet
• A list of hashtags used in the Tweet (can be empty)
• A list of users, represented by their ids, mentioned in the Tweet (can

be empty)

4.1.2 Dataset of users

The dataset of user attributes is not exclusively created by the Twitter
crawler, because analysis results linked to individual users are also added
to the dataset. The adding of the results is not absolutely necessary, but it
saves time when creating views and visualizations of the already calculated
results and it also provides an overview. The following listing shows the
attributes saved in the user dataset and where they were created:

• Attributes obtained with the Twitter crawler:

– A unique user-ID
– The name and the screen-name of the user
– The location string provided by Twitter
– Follower and friend data:
∗ The total number of friends and followers
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∗ A list of friends, which are in the dataset
∗ A list of followers, which are in the dataset

• The user’s research areas (see explanation in the following)
• Attributes calculated from the dataset of Tweets:

– The count of Tweets associated with the user
– The number of mentions by other users
– The count of users who mentioned this user
– The number of times the user mentioned other users (if there

is more than one mention in a Tweet, each mention is counted
separately)

– The count of users mentioned by this user
– The number of retweets created by this user
– The count of users retweeted by this user
– The mean count of retweets by users from the dataset each of the

user’s Tweets got
– The mean count of retweets each of the user’s Tweets got (all over

Twitter)
– The number of users who retweeted this user
– The count of replies
– The number of users the user replied to
– The total number of hashtag usages
– The count of individual used hashtags

• Attributes calculated by the information flow analysis (see section 3.3):

– The number of information flow trees containing the user
– The number of information flow trees where the user was found

at the source
– The number of information flow trees where the user was found

at the sink/end
– The information spreader measurements for each information

flow tree containing the user
– The information flow tree length measurements for each tree

subdivided by the user’s position in the tree.

The users’ fields of research were obtained from Pujari et al. (2015). This
paper provides a way to map computer scientists to their fields of research
(all possible research areas and their acronyms can be seen in table 4.1).
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Acronym Computer Science research area
AI Artificial Intelligence
ATH Algorithms & Theory
CA Computer Architecture
CB Computational Biology
CDP Concurrent, Distributed & Parallel Computing
CG Computer Graphics
CN Computer Networking and Networked Systems
DM Data Management
ED Education
HCI Human-Computer Interaction
OS Operating Systems
PL Programming Languages
SE Software Engineering
SNP Security & Privacy

Table 4.1: Research areas and their acronyms - taken from (Pujari et al., 2015)

The users’ affiliations to their research areas were calculated in two steps.
First, the researchers were mapped to conferences by analyzing their publi-
cations and then the conferences were assigned to research areas. Thereof,
the research area affiliations of the scientists were calculated. Thus, each
researcher is assigned to at least one research area. The affiliation to an area
is given in percent and the sum of all affiliation always sums up to 100 %.

4.1.3 Hashtags

A dataset of hashtags was also created to provide an overview and quick
access to the measurements linked to individual hashtags. The properties
stored for each hashtag and how the properties were obtained are explained
in the following:

• Properties obtained from the Tweet and user dataset:

– The name of the hashtag (always stored without #)
– The number of usages for each user
– The timestamps indicating when the hashtag was used
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– A mapping indicating how often a hashtag was used by a user
belonging to a certain research area (if a user belongs to 60 % to
area A and to 40 % to area B and uses the hashtag, 0.6 is added
to the area A count and 0.4 is added to the area B count)

– A mapping which shows the number of times the hashtag was
used together with a certain other hashtag in the same Tweet

• Properties calculated by the information flow analysis (see section 3.3):

– The number of information flow trees created for the hashtag
– The information flow tree length measurements for each of the

hashtag’s information flow trees
– A list of the duration of each of the hashtag’s information flow

trees

4.2 Dataset acquisition

The dataset used for this thesis contains almost all Tweets in a certain
time period of 5 578 Twitter-accounts. These accounts were selected because
they are in a list of Twitter-accounts1, which were verified to be owned by
computer scientists. This list is the result of the research done by Hadgu and
Jäschke (2014). They identified computer scientists by a machine learning
approach. Thereby, a set of Twitter-accounts probably owned by scientists
were classified into researchers and non-researchers.

Some of these Twitter-accounts are inaccessible, so they are omitted from
the list of Twitter-accounts which are crawled. The list of Twitter-accounts
was further reduced by allowing only Twitter-accounts of scientists whose
research area was known. The mapping of researchers to their fields of
research was done with the results from Pujari et al. (2015) (see section 4.1.2
for a more detailed explanation of the research areas).

The time period for the Tweets starts on 1st January 2013 and ends on 10th
May 2015. I tried to get all Tweets of the named Twitter-accounts in this
time period, but still some Tweets are missing in the dataset due to the

1https://github.com/L3S/twitter-researcher/blob/master/data/candidates_

matched.tsv
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limitations of the Twitter-API. This section explains how the dataset was
acquired from the Twitter-API. First, the limitations of the Twitter-API are
described, then the actual crawling part is explained and at the end, the
cleaning processes of the dataset are shown.

4.2.1 Twitter-API Limitations

The Twitter-API2 is limited in several ways to prevent misuse and free
commercial use of Twitter data. These limitations have various impacts
on the crawling task and the resulting datset and are explained in the
following.

The most obvious API limitation is the so-called rate limit. All API requests
are limited to a certain number of requests per fifteen-minute-window.
There is an own limit for each request, so if a request is blocked due to the
rate limit, the other request limits are not affected. For an overview of the
different rate limits please visit https://dev.twitter.com/rest/public/
rate-limits. The rate limit is not a big problem for the dataset acquisition,
because only the computing time increases, but the resulting dataset is
not affected directly. However, if some Twitter data is changed during the
execution of the crawler, these changes are not recognized, because Twitter
only provides the current state, but no historic data. So if for instance
a user profile got changed, there is no straightforward and easy way to
determine the profile’s previous state and when the profile got changed.
This behavior can lead to a dataset inconsistency, if a user stops following
another user during the crawling process, the relation might appear for
one user, but not the other user if their social relationships are crawled at
different times. Hence, the resulting dataset might include some users who
are not followed by their friends. This error can be fixed by restoring these
missing relations.

Another problem at crawling Twitter data is that some Tweets and Twitter-
user-accounts are not accessible. There are two reasons for inaccessible data
on the Twitter API. Often the requested data was deleted and therefore got
inaccessible, because the Twitter API provides no historical data. Since there

2https://dev.twitter.com/rest/public
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is no simple way to circumvent this problem, all deleted data cannot be
included in the crawled dataset. The other reason for inaccessible data is
that some Tweets or Twitter-accounts are not publicly available. Again there
is no straightforward way to get this data, so this data is omitted from the
dataset, too.

The Twitter API limits several requests to the most recent data. For instance,
the search request does not provide results older than a week (Twitter, 2015).
However, of all these limitations, the limit to get only the 3 200 latest Tweets
of a user is the most important. While most users created less than 3 200

Tweets in the search period (see section 4.3.3), the older Tweets of these
most active users in the dataset are missing. Currently there is no way to
get these missing Tweets with the Twitter API without payment.

4.2.2 Twitter crawler

The Twitter crawler is used to create a dataset of Tweets and Twitter-user
accounts which are used in this thesis. The section’s first part describes the
crawler used for this thesis and its parts. Thereafter, the crawling strategy is
described.

Implementation details of the Twitter crawler

Each of the following paragraphs explains one part of the Twitter crawler
and its purpose in detail.

Connection to the Twitter-API The connection to the Twitter-API imple-
ments all used Twitter-API-requests. The main task of this part is to query
the Twitter-API with specific requests and parse the responses. In order to
reduce the impact of the Twitter-API’s rate limit as much as possible, this
connection allows using several credentials at the same time. The Twitter-
API differs between user and application authentication which count the
rate-limit separately. Some API-requests also have different rate limits for
the two authentication methods. Hence, the Twitter connection allows to use
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both user and application authentication at the same time. The implemented
Twitter-API requests are listed here:

• GET statuseslookup
Takes a list of Tweet-IDs for input and returns all available Tweet data
for these IDs
• GET statusesshow:id

Takes a single Tweet-ID for input and returns the available data for
this Tweet
• GET userslookup

Takes a list of User-IDs or Twitter-screen-names for input and returns
all available information of the user accounts referenced by these IDs
or identified by these screen-names (For crawling the dataset only the
search for Twitter-screen-names is used)
• GET usersshow

Takes a single Twitter-screen-name for input and returns the user-
account with this screen-name. A user-ID can also be used for input,
but this functionality is not required for crawling the dataset for this
thesis
• GET statusesretweets:id

Looks up all available Retweets for a provided Tweet (not used for
crawling this dataset)
• GET friendsids and GET followersids

Looks up the IDs of all friends/followers of a given user
• GET friendslist and GET followerslist

Looks up the full user accounts of all friends/followers of a given user
• GET statusesuser timeline

Gets all available (latest 3200) Tweets of a given user account. Ad-
ditionally this implementation allows to limit the returned Tweets
by a given time period (so no Tweets older than a specific date are
returned)

Threaded features All implemented API-requests are called by individual
threads, so the requests and responses can be processed individually. Each
thread uses only one Twitter authentication via the Twitter connection.
Hence, if multiple authentications are used, at least as many threads per
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request have to be created. The usual threaded feature’s work routine
is the following: First of all, the thread gets the next item which has to
be crawled from the data management part and queries the Twitter-API
through its assigned Twitter connection. The response is then saved by
the data management part. If the thread runs into a rate-limit-timeout, the
thread sleeps until a query is allowed again. If the thread has no more work
to do, the thread is terminated.

Data management The crawler’s data management part manages all
crawled data and uncrawled data. So all threaded features and the crawler
controller hold an data management instance to store and access data.
The data management is also responsible to save the crawled data to the
database. This action is triggered every minute by the crawler’s controller.
If there is already some crawled data in the database, this data is loaded
before any other request. So the crawler can be stopped and continued at
every time with a minimum of data-loss.

Crawler controller The crawler’s controller is the central controlling in-
stance. The controller defines which data has to be crawled and which
threaded features are used. If a threaded feature terminates too early, the
feature is restarted by the controller. This situation usually arises if one
threaded feature has to wait for the result of another threaded feature. For
instance without crawled user-accounts, the friend and follower connection
of theses user-accounts cannot be crawled beforehand. The crawler con-
troller also has a built-in ability to stop the crawling process in a save way
so that all running processes are stopped gracefully without any data-loss.
The controller also serves as a wrapper for all crawler functions, because
the other parts are all created and called by the controller.

Crawling strategy

The crawling strategy used to obtain this thesis’ dataset can be described
by several successive steps. Please note that most steps run asynchronously,
so these steps do not have to be completed before the start of the next
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step. Furthermore, the dataset created by the crawler is only a snapshot.
Therefore, all Twitter-data created or edited after the crawler’s execution
cannot be included.

• The list of scientists’ Twitter-account-names are added to to the crawler
• The Twitter-accounts are looked up by using the Twitter-API. Both the

GET userslookup request and the GET usersshow request are used to
get all Twitter-accounts as fast as possible
• For each retrieved user-account the Tweets created by this account

are looked up with the Twitter-API (GET statusesuser timeline). The
search for those Tweets is limited to Tweets created in or after 2013

• For each user-account the friend and follower relationships are ob-
tained with the GET friendsids, GET followersids, GET friendslist and
GET followerslist Twitter-API requests. This step usually takes most of
the time, because even if both the app and user authentication are used
simultaneously, these requests can only get a maximum of 159 000

friends or followers per 15-minute window.

Due to the long execution time of the crawler, the data-snapshot obtained
from the Twitter-API might not be an exact snapshot. The researcher did
his best to get the best snapshot considering all limitations.

4.2.3 Clean the dataset and prepare it for use

As a matter of principle, the dataset could be used directly after the crawling
has been finished. However, there are some problems in the dataset which
need to be addressed before actually using the dataset in order to avoid
problems later on. These problems, their implications and reasons are
explained in the following:

Friend and Follower connections outside the dataset During the crawling
process, the ID’s of each user’s friends and followers were crawled. Naturally,
many of these user-IDs point to users who are not in the dataset. For this
thesis only the social relationships between users within the dataset are
relevant. Hence all these unnecessary follower and friend connections can
be deleted without further implications. After this cleaning process less disk
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space should be occupied and the computing time of several tasks using
the dataset should be reduced (e.g. iterating over friends or followers).

Linking missing Retweet chains Usually a Retweet is linked to the retweeted
Tweet and a Tweet is linked to all its Retweets. However, due to the crawler’s
inexactness some of these links might be missing. To solve this problem, the
missing links are created. So if a Tweet links to a Retweet, but the Retweet
does not link to the Tweet, this link is created. The same holds true for
the other way around. Naturally, only the Retweet connections within the
dataset are restored.

Equalize Follower and Friend lists After the friend and follower connec-
tion outside the dataset were removed, there should be as many friend as
follower relationships by the reason that they represent just two views of
the same data. However, after the crawling process this is not the case. In
order to correct the data, for each missing follower relationship per friend
relationship this relationship is created and vice versa.

4.3 Dataset characteristics

This section describes the dataset used for this thesis in more detail. First
of all, the follower and friend relationships within the dataset and the
network created by the follower relationships are examined. Then follows
an examination of the time when Tweets were created. Thereafter follows a
short description of the distribution of the users’ activity. At the end of this
section, the user interactions are discussed.

4.3.1 Followers and Friends

The social relationships play an important role when studying the interac-
tions between users on Twitter. The network built by these relationships is
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the foundation for analyzing the information distribution through the ob-
served Twitter network. Hence, this section examines the social relationships
between all users within the dataset in more detail. Properties of follower
network used for the creation of information flow trees (see section 3.2.2)
are also described in this section.

Follower and Friend Statistics

The used Twitter dataset (see section 4.1.2) consists of 5 569 users. Together,
these users have more than 13.5 million follower relationships and about 3

million friend relationships. Many of these relationships are connections to
users not contained in the dataset. For this thesis, these relationships are
considered irrelevant and are discarded to save memory and computing
time when working with these relationships. Hence, the statistics presented
in this section use only follower and friend relationships between users
represented within the dataset.

The exclusion of connection to users outside the dataset reduces the amount
of follower and friend relationships to 88 070. In other words, the dataset
just includes 0,7 % of all follower and 2,9 % of all friend relationships. The
number of follower and friend relationships is the same after the filtering,
because a follower relationship is just the reverse of a friend relationship.
However, at first this was not the case due to some crawling incorrectness,
but this error was corrected (see section 4.2.3).

An overview of the observed user’s social relationships is shown in table
4.2. Like stated above, this data only applies to the users inside the used
dataset. For instance, the observed users will probably have more than 15.8
followers on average. They have on average 15.8 followers within dataset,
but they probably have more followers who are not included in the used
dataset.

Since only social relationships within the dataset are considered, each
user has averagely 15.8 friends and followers. Figure 4.1a illustrates the
distribution of friends and followers per user. The plot clearly shows that
followers and friends are not evenly distributed, so there are users who
have clearly more friends than followers and vice versa. This fact is fortified
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Users 5 569

Followers per user 15.8
Followers per user from the same research area 51 %
Friends per user 15.8
Friends per user from the same research area 57 %
Friends per follower 2.5
Users following their followers 49 %
Users following their followers of the same research area 35 %
Users followed by their friends 35 %
Users followed by their friends of the same research area 26 %
Users without friends 910 (16 %)
Users without friends and Tweets 423 (8 %)
Users without followers 1 493 (27 %)
Users without followers and Tweets 576 (10 %)
Users without friends and followers 780 (14 %)
Users without friends and followers and Tweets 370 (7 %)
Users without Tweets 995 (18 %)

Table 4.2: Follower and friend statistics - This table provides an overview of the follower
and friend relationships’ statistics. All values, which are not representing user
count values, are mean values over all users.
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Figure 4.1: Distribution of friends and followers per user and the shared research areas
- In figure (a) the distribution of friends and followers per user is shown. The
x-axis shows the count of followers or friends, while the y-axis shows how much
users have this amount of followers or friends. Figure (b) shows how many
users’ friends or followers are affiliated to the same research area.

by the mean proportion of friends per follower of 2.5. This value shows that
most users follow more users than users are following themselves, while
some few users have more followers than friends. Due to the fact that the
fields of research are known to each user, one might think that users tend
to create more relationships with users within their own research area. In
order to verify this hypothesis, two users are considered belonging to the
same research area, if they are affiliated to the same research area regardless
their affiliation percentage. So even a user belonging to 100 % and another
user belonging to 1 % to the same area are considered belonging to the same
research area.

However, only 51 % of the average user’s followers and 57 % of the average
user’s friends share the same fields of research. In figure 4.1b the distribution
of the share of users affiliated to the same research area as the befriended
or followed user. This distribution is not skewed as the distribution of
friends and followers per user, but almost evenly distributed. There seems
to be a slight tendency to prefer users of the same profession over other
users. However, one must keep in mind that the affiliation percentage
was not considered to calculate these results. Another method to verify
the hypothesis that users from the own research area are preferred when
creating follower relationships is to look at a the networks formed by the
follower and friend relationships (see section 4.3.1).
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Another property of the used dataset shown in table 4.2 is how many of the
average user’s followers are also friends (called users following their followers).
Almost half of all of the average user’s followers are followed by the average
user. This figure gets even more significant for followers from the same
research area, although the percentage is only 35 %. But this percentage is
calculated for all followers not only those sharing the same research area. If
only the followers from the same research area are considered, the average
user follows almost 70 % of his own followers. However, the percentage
of friends who follow oneself is only 35 % and 26 % for users of the same
research area (or 46 % if only these users are considered). This characteristic
is probably caused by the skewed friend to follower proportion.

An examination of the used dataset also shows that some users have no
followers, friends and/or Tweets (see table 4.2). This examination shows
that 1493 users (27 %) have no followers and 910 users (16 %) have no friends
within the dataset. Of these users there are 780 users (14 %) who have
neither friends nor followers within the dataset, which indicates that if a
user has no friends, the user has very likely no followers as well, but the
contrary relation is not so clear. Of the users without friends and followers,
approximately the half of them can be considered as totally inactive, because
they did not create a single Tweet in the observed time-period. However,
probably all users without followers and friends and those without Tweets
are irrelevant for this thesis, because the social relationships between the
users and their Tweets are an important properties for almost all analyzes.
Interestingly almost 18 % of all observed users never wrote a Tweet in the
observed time period. Of these 995 users, 629 have either no friends or
followers or both.

Networks formed by follower and friend relationships

By using all the social relationships of the Twitter dataset, directed networks
showing the follower and friend relationships can be created. These two
networks are similar, but all edges are reversed, because followers and
friends are just two views of the same data. In this thesis, the follower
network is more important, since the information flow trees are based
thereof.
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(a) Follower relationships (b) Friend relationships

Figure 4.2: Visualization of follower and friend relationships - The visualization of the
follower and friend relationships was done with Gephi (Gephi.org, 2015). The
coloring of the nodes is based on the user’s research area with the highest
percentage (in both plots the same color is used for each research area). The
node’s size is proportional to the node’s in-degree. So in subfigure (a) the users
who follow many other users have bigger nodes and subfigure (b) shows the
users followed by many others accentuated.

Figure 4.2 shows the follower and friend networks. There the user’s nodes
are colored according to their research area with the highest affiliation
percentage. So if a user is affiliated 80 % to AI and 20 % to HCI, the user’s
node is colored in the color belonging to AI. The size of the user’s nodes is
proportional to their in-degree. Hence, in the plot of follower relationships,
users, who follow many other users, are highlighted and in the plot of
friend relationships, users with many followers are highlighted. The posi-
tion of each node was calculated by Gephi’s ForceAtlas2 layout algorithm
(Jacomy et al., 2011). This algorithm is not deterministic, so at each run the
result might look differently. Therefore, and because the edge direction is
considered as well, the research areas are not located at the same locations
in 4.2a and 4.2b.

These plots show that users affiliated to the same research area are often
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surrounded by other users of the same research area. However, if the
figures are examined more closely, the research areas are not separated
in a clear way. For instance, the red area (data management) appears in
two accumulation points and only the 4-5 research areas with most users
are clearly visible. Hence, the plots show that there are no sharp borders
between the users affiliated to different research areas.

Small world properties of the follower network

As proposed by Milgram (1967), many real-world networks have so-called
small world properties. All these networks have in common that their
diameter is small, so all vertices are connected with each other through only
a few other vertices. Another property of small world networks is that if
two vertices are both connected to another vertex, the two vertices are very
likely connected to each other, too.

In order to check if a network has small world properties, the network is
compared with a random network of the same size. If the network has small
world properties it has to fulfill two requirements: First, the network’s clus-
tering coefficient has to be considerably larger than the random network’s
clustering coefficient. Second, the average path length has to bigger than
or at least equal to the random network’s average path length (Watts and
Strogatz, 1998).

Concluding, the average path length (L) and the clustering coefficient (C) of

Average path
length (L)

Clustering
coefficient (C)

Follower network 3.8363 0.2086

Random network (mean) 3.6370 0.0104

Table 4.3: Small world properties of the follower network - The values for the random
network are the mean values over ten random networks with the same amount
of vertices as the tested network. The shown values indicate that the follower
network has indeed small world properties
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small world networks have to fulfill the following properties:

L > Lrandom

C � Crandom

Table 4.3 shows the comparison of the follower network with random net-
works to check the network’s small world properties. The random networks
have as many vertices as the follower network. The results show that the
follower network has indeed small world properties. The follower network’s
average path length of 3.8363 is slightly greater than the average path length
of the random networks. This is also reflected in the follower network’s
diameter which is 8 instead of 6 or 7 like most often in the random networks.
The follower network’s clustering coefficient is significantly greater than the
average clustering coefficients of the random networks, too.

4.3.2 Creation date of Tweets

The dataset used for this thesis consists totally of 1 538 661 Tweets. This
section will explain in detail when these Tweets were created and if there
are certain patterns in the distribution of Tweets over time. Therefore, the
Tweets per day, week, and hour of the day are analyzed and discussed.
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Figure 4.3: Tweets per day - This figure shows the number of Tweets for each day in the
observed period. The subfigures (a) and (b) show the same data, only the y-axis-
scale is different. The number of Tweets per day grows steadily. In 2015, the
growth is approximately exponential as figure (b) shows. The perpetual short
increases and decreases are actually weeks (see figure 4.4a).
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Figure 4.3 shows the number of Tweets for each day in the observed period.
Overall, the number of Tweets per day grows steadily. There are no days
where an extraordinary amount of Tweets can be observed. So there are
no events, like scientific conferences or other events which might be of
importance for a significant part of the observed users, which were able
to push the number of Tweets while they took place. However, in 2013

and 2014 between Christmas Eve and New Year, the number of Tweets
per day dropped. So the only event having a considerable impact on the
number of tweets per day is not connected to computer science at all, but
is simply Christmas holiday. In 2015, the number of Tweets seems to be
growing exponentially, because in the logarithmic scale the ascent is linear.
The growth is probably caused, on the one hand, by crawling errors. One
crawling fault is that older Tweets are not always shown or might got
deleted. Online discussions about the Twitter-API suspect that older Tweets
are sometimes not shown due to infrastructure limitations, but there is no
proof thereof. On the other hand Twitter’s popularity might have increased
among computer scientists. However, this growth might have other reasons
as well, but these reasons will not be investigated by this thesis.
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Figure 4.4: Tweets per weekday and hour of the day - Plot (a) shows the tweets per
weekday, which explains the ups and downs in figure 4.3). Most Tweets are
created during working days, while the number of Tweets per day drops on
weekends. Figure (b) shows the Tweets per hour of the day. It can be seen that
during the night hours (23-7h) less Tweets were created than during the day.

The number of Tweets per day seems to be increasing and decreasing
periodically. These ups and downs are in fact always occurring within
exactly one week. So the Tweets per weekday were analyzed, too. The
result can be seen in 4.4a and shows the reason for the periodic increase
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and decrease of Tweets per day, because on every weekend, the number of
Tweets per day drops. Since more Tweets were created during the workdays
than during the weekdays, computer scientists apparently are tweeting
more during work than in their spare time. Due to the fact that researchers
might prefer using Twitter on work days than actually at work, the Tweets
per hour of the day were also analyzed. The result of this analysis can be
seen in figure 4.4b. This figure shows that indeed more Tweets were created
during the day than during the night. However, this analysis might not be
accurate because the different time zones were not considered, because they
are not included in the Tweet meta-data. So a computer scientist located
in Japan might tweet during the day, but in this statistic her or his Tweets
are counted as Tweets created in the night. Consequently, the question
if computer scientists mainly use Twitter at work cannot be answered
definitely, but still there is evidence to assume this hypothesis to be true.

4.3.3 Activity of users

The dataset used in this thesis consists of 1 538 661 Tweets and 5 569 users
whereof only 4 574 users created at least one Tweet. Naturally, the Tweets are
not equally distributed over the users. Hence there are users who created
only a few Tweets and users who created a lot of Tweets.

Figure 4.5 shows eleven different user groups and the share of each group
on the total number of Tweets and users. The users were grouped by their
number of Tweets. The number of Tweets needed for each group can be
seen on the x-axis. The blue bars indicate the group’s share on the total
number of users and the red bars show which percentage of all Tweets were
created by each group. This plot shows that more than 70 % of all active
users (users who created at least one Tweet) created less or equal than 300

Tweets, but they are responsible for only about 21 % of all Tweets. The 121

users with more than 1 500 Tweets, created almost as much Tweets as this
big group. Altogether 50 % of all Tweets were created by just 513 users. The
plot also shows that most users rarely write Tweets and that most of the
observed activity on Twitter was done by a relatively small group of users.
In summary, the distribution of Tweets per user is highly skewed.
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Figure 4.5: Tweets per user - In this figure the users are grouped by their number of Tweets.
The required number of Tweets for each group is given on the x-axis. Each
group features two bars: The blue bar indicates what percentage of the dataset’s
users are in a group and the red bar shows the percentage of Tweets created by
the group’s users
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4.3.4 User interactions

The user interactions on Twitter discussed in this section include Retweets,
user-mentions and replies. Following each other on Twitter can also be
considered as user interaction, but social relationships in this dataset are
already discussed in section 4.3.1. The first part of this section attends to
the number of user interactions and if there is an observable growth or
decay in the usage of Retweets, user-mentions or replies. The second part
investigates the relationships of users retweeting, mentioning or replying
each other. Please keep in mind that the discussed user interactions differ
from each other. While a Tweet can be either a Retweet or a reply or none
of these, there can be multiple user-mentions in a single Tweet.
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Figure 4.6: Mentions, Retweets and Replies per Tweet over time - The three lines show
the number of mentions, Retweets and replies in each observed week. The plot
shown in (a) is the plot of all observed user interactions in the Twitter dataset.
Hence, user interactions between users who are not observed will be included
too (for instance mentioning a user not within the dataset). The data shown in
(b) consists only of user interactions which took place between users captured
by the dataset.

Figure 4.6 shows the number of user interaction per Tweet for each week.
The number of interactions per Tweet was chosen, because otherwise the
increasing number of Tweets per day would influence the result. I decided
to use weeks instead of days for these plots to smooth the results. Otherwise
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it might be harder to observe trends if there were too much outliers. The
first subplot (4.6a) shows all user interaction which could be observed in the
dataset of Tweets. For instance, mentions of users not within the dataset are
included as well. The second subplot (4.6b) shows only the user interactions
between users included in the dataset. The first plot shows that overall the
share of replies stays more or the less the same over the observed time
period. The number of user-mentions per Tweet and the percentage of
retweets grows approximately in the same way, but while the percentage of
retweets gets nearly doubled, the mentions per Tweet grow only by about a
half.

The user interaction statistics between users inside the dataset are quite
different from the observed interactions without this limitation. The most
obvious difference is that there are roughly only a tenth of all interactions
and the interactions per week oscillate more. The growth patterns of figure
4.6b are also different from those seen in figure 4.6a: The number of user-
mentions stays more or less the same and the growth of the Retweet share
is less evident. However, the reply share, which hardly grew in the other
plot, grows plainly here.

Figure 4.7 shows the distribution of user mentions over time based on the
users’ social relationships. Only mentions between users inside the dataset
are used. The user mentions are subdivided into four classes, which are
defined by the involved users’ relationships. The relationships used for this
classification are the follower and friend relationships and the affiliation of
users to the same research areas. The plot shows that users unconnected
by any social relationship or membership in the same research area are
rarely mentioned. Only about 5 % of all mentions are done between users
like this. Users tend to mention users belonging to the same research area.
About 80 to 90 % of all mentions are done between users affiliated to the
same research area. Please note that the actual affiliation percentages are
not considered here.

Users connected to any follower or friend relationship also mention each
other frequently. However, most times these users also share an affiliation
to the same research area. Only about 10 % of all mentions done between
users with a friend or follower relationship but no common research area.
Interestingly, the share of mentions done by users connected by following
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Figure 4.7: Mentions subdivided by user relationships - This plot compares the user
mentions by the relationships between the involved users. The relationships are
either follower or friend relationships or affiliations to the same research area.
So there are five classes: users connected by a friend or/and follower connection
(F. or f.), users affiliated to the same research area (Same area), users connected
by both (F. or f. or s.a.), users connected by a friend or/and follower connection
but not sharing a research area (F. or f. not s.a.) and users not connected to each
other (Not connected)
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Figure 4.8: Retweets subdivided by user relationships - The data represented in this plot
shows the share of Retweets by five different user relationship classes. The
relationship classes are determined by the involved users’ follower and friend
relationships and their common research area affiliations. The classes are the
same as in figure 4.7

each other decreases over the observed period by about ten percentage
points.

The line plot displayed in figure 4.8 represents the share of Retweets parti-
tioned into five classes. These five classes are identical to those explained in
the previous paragraph. Retweeting users who are neither friends, followers
nor members of the same research area are very rare. Most often users who
share a common research area or are friends or followers retweet each other.
However, over the whole observed time retweeting users affiliated with
the same research area seems to get a bit less popular, while a few more
unconnected users got retweeted. If users retweet a follower or friend, the
users usually share a research area as well.

Figure 4.9 shows the share of replies by users grouped by their relationships.
The relationships are likewise subdivided as in figure 4.7 and figure 4.8.
The data represented by this plot clearly shows that replying each other
is mostly done between users of the same research areas. Replies to users
related to each other by follower and friend relationships is quite popular at
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Figure 4.9: Replies subdivided by user relationships - This plot shows the share of users
replying to Tweets of their friends and followers or computer scientists of
the same field of research. Again, the user relationships are divided into five
different classes.

the beginning of the observed period, but gets less popular over time. The
reply share of these groups is reduced to about a half.

To sum up, users most often interact with users of their own research
areas. Interactions between users who neither share a research area nor
a social relationship on Twitter occur rarely. Many interactions also take
place between users who are connected by follower relationships. However,
most of these interactions can also be explained by involved users’ common
research interests. The interaction share of users solemnly connected by
follower relationships usually rank between 10 and 20 %. On the other side,
the interaction share of users with the same research area is usually above
80 %. These results provide further evidence that users often communicate
with users sharing the same research area affiliation. Hence, area specific
hashtags are quite likely.
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4.4 Research area affiliations

Due to the fact that the research areas of each user are known (see section
4.1.2), the number of users belonging to a certain research area can be
calculated. This is done by summing up the affiliation percentages of all
users affiliated with a certain research area. Additionally, the number of
Tweets created by a certain research area’s users can be calculated. This
calculation is straightforward if a user belongs to a single research area. Then
the Tweet count for the user’s area is just increased by one. However, users
can belong to several research areas. So if for instance a user is affiliated to
research area A1 to 90 % and with research area A2 to 10 % and creates a
Tweet, the Tweet count of area A1 is increased by 0.9 and the Tweet usage
count of area A2 increased by 0.1.
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Figure 4.10: Research area affiliations - The summarized research area affiliations of all
users are shown in (a). Figure (b) shows the summarized research area affilia-
tions of all Tweets. The abbreviations used in these plots are explained in table
4.1

Figure 4.10 shows the result of this calculation. In 4.10a the research areas’
share of the users and in 4.10b the research areas’ share of the dataset
of Tweets is shown. The comparison of these two figures shows that the
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users of some research areas are more active on Twitter than the users of
other research areas. For instance, the researchers affiliated to programming
languages (PL) are more active than the researchers affiliate to artificial
intelligence (AI). The plots also show that the users and Tweets are not
equally distributed over all research areas. Some research areas clearly have
a greater share of the whole dataset.

4.5 Hashtag Analysis

This section is focused on the hashtag usage within the used dataset. At
the beginning, the overall hashtag usage is discussed. Thereafter follows an
explanation which subsets of hashtags are used throughout this thesis. Then
the hashtag usage over time is discussed: Firstly the overall usage over time
is discussed and then the usage over time of selected hashtags is explained
in detail. At the section’s end, the assignment of hashtags to research areas
is described.

4.5.1 Overall hashtag usage

Each Tweet can contain several hashtags, but there are also Tweets without
hashtags. This section discusses the hashtag usage within the dataset of
Tweets. Unsurprisingly, there are hashtags which are more popular than
others. In total, 114 418 individual hashtags were found, but the majority of
these hashtags vanished shortly after their first usage. By way of example,
only 747 or 0.65 % of these hashtags were used at least 100 times.

Figure 4.11 illustrates the correlation of hashtag occurrence and hashtag
quantity. The hashtags are grouped by their occurrence count and for each
of these groups the number of members is shown on the y-axis. By the way
of example, there are a little more than 100 hashtags which were used 321 to
640 times. The plot shows that the distribution of occurrences per hashtag
is highly skewed. For instance there are only 19 hashtags which were used
more than 1 000 times, but there 69.169 hashtags which were used only
once.
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Figure 4.11: Hashtag occurrence - In this plot the hashtags were grouped by their
occurrence-count. For instance, this plot shows that there are about 1 000

different hashtags, which were used 41 to 80 times.

4.5.2 Selected Hashtags for further analysis

The data presented in the previous section (4.5.1) shows that the majority of
all hashtags are rarely used. These seldom used hashtags are problematic
for several analyzes done in this thesis. For instance, information flow trees
cannot be created for hashtags with only one usage and the creation for
hashtags with few usages is often fruitless, too.

Hence, several subsets of all hashtags are used throughout this thesis. One
often used subset consists of all hashtags with at least 100 usages by at
least 10 different users. Using more than one individual user is especially
important for the information flow tree creation, because a hashtag used 500

times by a single user was apparently not distributed through the observed
Twitter network. The restriction to a minimum of 100 usages ensures that the
hashtag is used several times. This set consists of 530 individual hashtags.

Sometimes another subset is used as well. This subset consists of all hashtags
with at least 250 usages by at least 10 different users. There are 172 hashtags
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fulfilling these limitations and they are used if a smaller set of hashtags is
needed.

Most results presented in this thesis could be calculated for both hashtag
subsets explained above, but the results would be too long to include in this
thesis. An example is the analysis presented in figure 4.14. If this plot would
be calculated for 172 or even 530 hashtags, the result would fill several
pages. Hence, 22 hashtags were randomly chosen out of all hashtags with at
least 250 usages by at least 10 different users. These 22 hashtags are used for
all computations where more hashtags would produce too long results. In
the following they are often called selected hashtags. These 22 hashtags are:

• 3dprinting
• agile
• apachecon
• bigdata
• bitcoin
• charliehebdo
• chiplay
• cometlanding

• cybersecurity
• dvcon
• eclipse
• ibm
• iswc2014

• leadership
• netneutrality
• oscars

• rdaplenary
• sdn
• tech
• ted
• worldcup
• www2014

4.5.3 Hashtag usage over time

Given the changing nature of online social networks, the usage of hashtags
might change over the observed time period. Hence, using hashtags in
Tweets might become more popular or more new hashtags get generated at
some point.

In order to see if there are changes or patterns in the usage of hashtag
over the observed time period, figure 4.12 was created. Since there are so
many seldom used hashtags, only hashtags with at least 100 usages from at
least 10 different users were considered for this plot. The line indicating the
usages of hashtags per Tweet (each Tweet can contain multiple hashtags)
shows that the average overall popularity of hashtag usage does not change
much. However, the weekly number of hashtags per Tweet oscillates heavily,
so the hashtag usage is not constant. The blue line, which indicates the total
number of hashtags usages per week, increases clearly over time. Though
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Figure 4.12: Hashtag usage - The plot shows the number of hashtags per Tweet, the number
of used individual hashtags and the number of newly introduced hashtags for
each observed week. The left-handed y-scale belongs to the hashtags per Tweet
data, the right-handed y-scale belongs to the two other data representations

this increase is not remarkable because the daily number of Tweets is also
increasing by approximately the same amount (see figure 4.3). The green
line in figure 4.12 shows how many hashtags were used for the first time
(regarding the used dataset) each week. This data representation is almost
constant after a decrease in the first 30 weeks. This decrease is probably
caused by the more popular hashtags, which are often used regularly over
the whole observed period.

4.5.4 Detailed hashtag usage over time of selected hashtags

Hashtags are often linked to events and popular topics, thus some hashtags
might be used only within a limited time period or reoccur at certain
intervals. Hence, the usage of specific hashtags over the observed period is
discussed in this section.

Figure 4.13 shows the usage of the selected hashtags over the observed
period. This data representation shows that only the hashtags cometlanding
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Figure 4.13: Hashtag usage over time - This plot shows the usage over time for each
hashtag. Each dot represents a usage of a specific hashtag at a specific time.
Each dot’s hashtag is named on the y-axis and the time can be seen on the
x-axis. This way, patterns in the hashtag usage are observable
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and charliehebdo are active just once in a short time period. Both hashtags
are not directly related to computer science which could explain the short
usage time. Most hashtags displayed in this figure have no real usage peaks,
they are almost constantly used throughout the observed time period. The
only reoccurring hashtags are dvcon, oscars and rdaplenary, which are all
hashtags linked to reoccurring events. Interestingly, conference hashtags
like iswc2014, chiplay and www2014 are much longer present in the Twitter
dataset than the actual conferences took place. Contrariwise, the hashtag for
the football world cup (hashtag worldcup), which is not linked to computer
science, was mainly used during the world cup.

4.5.5 Research area specific and general hashtags

Due to the fact that the research areas of each user are known (see section
4.1.2), the affiliation of hashtags to certain research areas can be calculated.
By the use of this result, research area specific and general hashtags can
be identified (RQ 1). The subdivision of hashtags to the fourteen research
areas is done in a similar way as the affiliation of Tweets to research areas
(see section 4.4). The only difference between these two calculations is that
this calculation is done per hashtags instead of Tweets. So if for instance
the hashtags H1 and H2 were used in a Tweet and the Tweet’s creator is
affiliated to research area A1 to 90 % and to research area A2 to 10 %, the
usage count of area A1 for H1 and H2 are increased by 0.9 and the usage
count of area A2 for H1 and H2 are increased by 0.1.

Figure 4.14 shows the result of this assignment of hashtags to research areas
for selected hashtags. There, the affiliation of a hashtag to a research area
is given in percent (the percentages are rounded, so the sum is not always
100). The affiliation percentages are color coded to distinguish the different
values. Hence, the visual differentiation of research area specific and general
hashtags is possible. Research area specific hashtags are hashtags, which
are mainly used by users affiliated to only a few different research areas.
General hashtags are hashtags used by users of several different research
areas and ideally the hashtag usage is distributed evenly over all research
areas.
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Figure 4.14: Research area affiliation of hashtags - This plot shows which share of hash-
tags was used by users affiliated to a certain research area. The abbreviations
used in the x-axis represent research areas (see table 4.1). The percentages
shown in the plot are color coded for easier differentiation of outstanding
values.
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For instance, the hashtags chiplay and dvcon were almost solemnly used
by users associated with human computer interaction (HCI) and computer
architecture (CA) respectively. The figure also shows obvious examples
for general hashtags like cometlanding and tech. However, there are also
hashtags which are not easily visually classified into general or research
area specific hashtags. In order to classify all hashtags in equal measure, a
simple assignment of hashtags to research areas is used. This hashtag-area-
assignment divides the hashtags into general and area specific hashtags.
The area specific hashtags are further divided by the number of involved
research areas. Theoretically there is no limit for research areas for area
specific hashtags, but as it happens the maximum number of areas for an
area specific hashtag is three for the used data.

The hashtag-area-assignment works as follows: For each hashtag, the mean
value and standard deviation of the research area affiliation percentages are
calculated. The sum of these two values forms a threshold. Each percentage,
which is greater than this threshold, is selected. If the sum of all differences
between these selected percentages and the threshold is also greater than
the threshold, the hashtag is assumed to be area specific. The number of
selected percentages indicates the number of involved research areas per
area specific hashtag. All hashtags which do not fulfill these requirements
are assumed to be general hashtags.

Hashtags General 1 area 2 areas 3 areas

22 selected

bitcoin,
charliehebdo,
cometlanding,
leadership,
netneutrality,
oscars, tech,
ted, worldcup

agile, bigdata,
chiplay,
cybersecurity,
dvcon, ibm,
rdaplenary,
sdn,
www2014

3dprinting,
apachecon,
eclipse,
iswc2014

-

100 usages 118 (22%) 195 (37%) 168 (32%) 49 (9%)
250 usages 31 (18%) 74 (43%) 53 (31%) 14 (8%)

Table 4.4: Research area assignment of hashtags results - The assignment was done for
three subsets of all hashtags within the dataset (see section 4.5.2). For the 22

selected hashtags the concrete results for each hashtag are given, for the other
subsets only the sum over the hashtags of each class is given.
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The result of this assignment can be seen in table 4.4. This result shows that
most hashtags are considered as research area specific hashtags, at least
with the used assignment. Around 40 % of all hashtags are specific to one
area and about 30 % are specific to two research areas. Only less than 10 %
of all hashtags are considered as specific to three different research areas.
Of the 22 selected hashtags, 9 hashtags are general, 9 are specific to one
area and 4 are specific to two areas. Considering hashtags with less than
50 % affiliation to one research area might not seem right. However, for
instance agile is only affiliated to 47 % to programming languages (PL), but
this area is clearly the most important one for this hashtag. The result of the
automatic assignment also fits for the visual classification of the 22 selected
hashtags. Hence, the answer to RQ 1 is that research area specific hashtags
exist and it is possible to classify them automatically.

Figure 4.14 also shows that users of some research areas like CB, OS and
SNP hardly used any of the analyzed hashtags. This observation matches
with the number of users and Tweets affiliated with these areas. Figure 4.10

shows that these research areas have only few users and Tweets. Another
observation is that the users of some areas tend to use more general than area
specific hashtags. For instance, the users affiliated to computer architecture
(CA) use mainly research area specific hashtags, while the users of artificial
intelligence (AI) often use general hashtags. However, this observation might
only be true for the analyzed hashtags.

4.6 Information Flow Tree Analysis

The following section is focused on the analysis of information flow trees.
First of all, the optimal parameters for the information flow tree creation for
the used dataset are discussed. Thereby the optimal time frame is explained
as well. Thus, the second research question (RQ 2) should get answered
appropriately. Thereafter follows an explanation of the information flow
trees created for some selected hashtags. The section’s last part is dedicated
to the question if attributes calculated from the users’ activity influence the
measurements taken from the resulting information flow trees.
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4.6.1 Information Flow Tree creation variants

In section 3.2.2 the creation of information flow trees was discussed. There,
two slightly different methods to create information flow trees were ex-
plained. Additionally, both methods support excluding weekends from
the maximum allowed time between two hashtag usages. This exclusion
of weekends is not reasonable, since the optimal time frame for the used
dataset calculated in this section is well below one day. Excluding week-
ends would prolong the time frame from less than one day to several days
in some cases. However, whether allowing multiple timestamps per user
yields better information flow trees has to be evaluated. It is assumed that
the better information flow tree creation method yields more and longer
information flow trees than the other.

Figure 4.15 presents the statistics of the information flow trees created for
22 selected hashtags. The first plot is showing the mean tree diameters of
all produced information flow trees (blue bars) as well as the percentage
of users represented in the trees (red bars). This percentage was calculated
by counting all individual users inside an information flow tree created for
a specific hashtag and dividing this value by the count of all individual
users using this hashtag. For the visual representation the mean value over
all used hashtag measurements was used. The second plot is showing the
average number of information flow trees created for each hashtag (green
bars) and the number of totally created information flow trees (black bars).
Each data row consists of a solid and a half transparent bar. The solid
bar shows statistics for the information flow tree creation method which
allows only one timestamp per user and the half transparent bar shows the
statistics for the other creation method.

Usually, the information flow tree creation method which allows multiple
timestamps per user creates slightly more and bigger trees with more users
than the other method. While there is only a slight difference, still this
method seems to be the better choice for the used data. Summing up the
displayed results, the number of generated information flow trees and their
size grows almost steadily with the time frame. Starting around the time
frame of eight hours the growth lessens. Between the time frames of fourteen
and eighteen hours the mean number of information flow trees per hashtag
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Figure 4.15: Statistics of information flow tree creation for selected hashtags with dif-
ferent parameters - These plots show statistics for the information flow trees
created for 22 selected hashtags with different parameters. The half transparent
bars always show the information flow tree creation variant with multiple
allowed timestamps, while the solid bars represent the creation variant with
only one allowed timestamp per vertex. Each bar has its own y-axis in order to
compare the values more easily. All y-axis are linearly scaled and they always
belong to the bars closer to them.
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and the number of included users drops slightly, but this could be just an
artifact caused by the used hashtags.

In summary the second information flow tree creation method fits better
and the time frame should be probably greater than eight hours. However,
the choice of the optimal time frame for creating information flow trees
should not depend on the results quality. Instead the time frame should be
chosen in a way so that actual human behavior is best represented by the
resulting information flow trees.

4.6.2 Optimal time frame

For creating information flow trees, the chosen time frame is crucial. A
well-chosen time frame ensures that users are included in an information
flow tree only if they were likely influenced by another user to use a certain
hashtag. In order to get influenced, the hashtag should travel through the
Twitter network. If the time frame is too big, the probability that the hashtag
was distributed in a different way than the Twitter network increases. The
best way to get a good time frame would be using the results of an existing
study concerning this relation. However, there seems to be no study like
this.

Hence, another way to get the optimal time frame for the creation of infor-
mation flow trees is needed. Retweets are direct reactions to Tweets of other
users and followed users get retweeted most often. So the time between the
publication of a Tweet and its Retweets might be a good indicator for the
optimal time frame.

Figure 4.16 shows how much time elapses until Retweets are created in
the used dataset. Most Retweets are created relatively early after the initial
Tweet’s publication and within 24 hours all Retweets are written. Conse-
quently, any time frame greater than 24 hours is probably wrong for the
creation of information flow trees for this dataset. Only one and a half hour
after the creation of the initial Tweets, 50 % of all Retweets are written. On
average, a Retweet gets written 4.6 hours after the initial Tweet. The stan-
dard deviation for all time differences between Retweet and initial Tweets
is 6.1 hours. In a time frame of 10.7 hours (sum of mean and standard
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Figure 4.16: Retweet distribution - The distribution of the time difference between Retweet
and retweeted Tweet is shown in this figure. The x-axis shows the number of
hours between Retweet and initial Tweet. The red line indicates how many
Retweets were written within a certain time period (the time was measured in
quarter hours to avoid too much clutter). The left y-axis shows this Retweet
count. The blue line is representing the percentage of written Retweets until a
certain time period (the right y-axis is affiliated with the blue line).
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deviation), 84 % of all Retweets are written. However, an information flow
tree should represent the information distribution as good as possible and
if 16% possibly not included distribution ways seems to be a little too much.
90 % of all Retweets are written within a time frame of 14.5 hours, 95 %
within 18.75 hours, 97 % within 20.75 hours and 99 % within 22.75 hours.

Hence, the optimal time frame for the creation of information flow trees
with this data is probably between 15 and 22 hours. Regarding the results
from 4.6.1 a time frame of 19 hours is chosen for all following experiments.
This time frame ensures that if Retweets were tracked, 95.3 % would be
included and there seems to be no problem creating information flow trees
with this time frame with the thesis’ dataset.

4.6.3 Information flow trees created for selected hashtags

In order to show some statistics on the resulting the information flow trees,
all information flow trees for the 22 selected hashtags were created. Instead
of looking at the statistics for all hashtags at once, the information flow
trees for each hashtag were analyzed separately. Hence, the total number
of information flow trees, their length and their duration was analyzed for
each hashtag.

Figure 4.17 shows the results for those three attributes. These results show
that the information flow trees created for the hashtags differ greatly. How-
ever, with more information flow trees generated, the probability to get
many trees with many users and covering a longer time period rises. All
hashtags have in common, that their information flow trees seldom cover
more than two days and the trees’ diameter is mostly just two or three.
The hashtag agile seems to benefit most from the allowance of multiple
timestamps per user, because while all its information flow trees have a
diameter of just one, there are trees covering more than nineteen hours. The
hashtags creating the longest information flow trees are charliehebdo and
www2014. The information flow trees of many hashtags have a diameter of
just one. There seems to be no correlation between tree diameter and tree
duration, so the response times for certain topics are longer than for other
topics.
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Figure 4.17: Count, size and duration of information flow trees created for selected hash-
tags - The numbers in the plot are indicating the total number of created
information flow trees for the current hashtag. The red boxplots show the
diameters of the information flow trees created for each hashtag. The blue
boxplots show the duration of all created information flow trees for each
hashtag. The duration is the maximum difference between the earliest and the
latest timestamp in the information flow tree. The upper x-axis belongs to the
red boxplots, while the lower y-axis is affiliated with the blue boxplots.
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4.6.4 Information flow tree measurements correlating with
other user attributes

One of this thesis’ hypothesis is that users playing an important role at
distributing a hashtag through the Twitter network have attributes correlat-
ing with the measurements calculated from the information flow trees (RQ
3). If this hypothesis is correct, good information spreaders and creators
could get recognized without looking at the information flow trees. Hence
there might be some user attributes which correlate with some attributes
calculated from the information flow trees.

The social ties of a user were deemed important for the user’s role in the
information flow trees. So the user’s prominence in the Twitter network is
probably important, which is measured here by the user’s count of followers
and friends within the dataset. Besides the user’s social relationships, the
activities are considered to be important. Therefore, the number of Tweets
and Retweets a user created within the observed time period are also used as
user attributes. Chosen as relevant information flow tree measurements for
users are the source and sink count, how often a user appears in individual
trees and how long they get and how well a user spreads information. The
user attributes and information flow tree measurements which are tested
if they correlate with each other are listed and described in detail in the
following:

The used user attributes are:

• Followers - The count of a user’s followers within the dataset
• Friends - The count of a user’s friends within the dataset
• Retweets - The number of Retweets a user wrote within the observed

time period in reaction to another Tweet within the dataset
• Tweets - The total number of Tweets a user wrote within the observed

time period

The used information flow tree measurements are:

• Information flow trees - Count of user appearances in individual
information flow trees
• Information spread - The average number of a user’s out-links in

each information flow tree (the sinks are disregarded)
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• Sink - The number of times a user is acting as information sink
• Source - The number of times a user is acting as information source
• Tree length - The average length of information flow trees where the

user is present

Table 4.5 shows the results of the correlation between all user attributes and
information flow tree measurements. These correlations were calculated for
all users with at least one information flow tree. If all users were used, the
correlation coefficients would be higher, but this is clearly the wrong way,
because inactive users have no information flow trees.

While almost all user properties correlate with the information flow tree
measurements, there is quite a wide range between strong and weak rela-
tionships. In summary, the Tweet count is least indicative for predicting any
user role within the information flow trees. Only the source count and a
little bit less the number of information flow trees are correlating with the
number of Tweets. This behavior is expected, because if a user creates more
Tweets, there is a higher probability that the user is in more information
flow trees and thus also starts more information cascades.

The follower and Retweet count are the best user attributes to predict
information flow tree measurements. On average, they score a spearman
correlation coefficient of about 0.4. The best correlation is between the users’
follower count and information spread efficiency. This result fits quite nicely,
because a user with many followers is more likely to spread a piece of
information to more other users than a user with only a few followers.

The information flow tree count and the information spreading measure-
ment are correlating best with all used user attributes. The source count
seems more tightly connected with the user attributes than the sink count.
Probably the source count is more difficult to analyze, because the reasons
to stop an information cascade are manifold and might relay on the topic as
well. The average information flow tree length is only weakly correlating
with the user attributes.

In order to illustrate the correlations between the user attributes and infor-
mation flow tree measurements, figure 4.18 was created. There, all twenty
comparisons are displayed in scatterplots. Although the plots are very small,
a comparison of the different correlations is possible, because all correlations
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User property Info. flow tree measurement Spearman’s rho

Followers

Information flow trees 0.474

Information spread 0.683

Sink 0.117

Source 0.513

Tree length 0.254

Friends

Information flow trees 0.485

Information spread 0.466

Sink 0.337

Source 0.252

Tree length 0.329

Retweets

Information flow trees 0.524

Information spread 0.392

Sink 0.456

Source 0.381

Tree length 0.204

Tweets

Information flow trees 0.286

Information spread 0.179

Sink 0.229

Source 0.389

Tree length -0.092

Table 4.5: Spearman correlation results of user attributes and information flow tree mea-
surements - The results of the spearman correlation between all user attributes
and information flow tree measurements are given by the spearman rho coef-
ficient. The spearman rho coefficient ranges from -1 to 1. All positive values
indicate a relationship, but the higher the value gets, the better is the correlation.
Values between 0 and 0.2 indicate a very weak, values between 0.2 and 0.4 indi-
cate a weak, values between 0.4 and 0.6 indicate a moderate and values between
0.6 and 0.8 indicate a strong relationship.
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Figure 4.18: Scatter plots of correlations between user attributes and information flow
tree measurements - Each subplot’s label is showing the compared values for
each user and in the brackets the spearman’s rho coefficient of these values is
shown. On the y-axis of each plot are the user attributes, the x-axis is showing
the information flow tree measurements. All axes are scaled logarithmically.78
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are displayed together. Each row is dedicated to an information flow tree
measurement and the columns show the different user attributes.

These plots show, like the results in table 4.5, that the number of Tweets
created by a user does not affect the resulting information flow trees overly
much. Even the source count correlates only weakly with the number of
Tweets. However, the number of Retweets has much more influence on the
resulting information flow trees than just the Tweet count. This is probably
caused by the fact that Retweets usually carry the same hashtags as the
initial Tweet and are done within the 19 hour time frame. Thus, if a user
creates a Retweet to one of her or his friend’s Tweets, it is very likely that
those two users are represented within an information flow tree. In addition,
Retweets are more conversation based than mere Tweets.

Only the three best correlations (information spreader - followers, informa-
tion flow trees - Retweets and source - followers) have spearman correlation
coefficients above 0.5. That these correlations are the best is not really sur-
prising. Users with more followers can more easily spread information and
are more likely to be repeated by any of their followers. Retweets might form
information flow trees on their own as explained in the previous paragraph.
Overall, the user attributes do not influence the information flow trees for
hashtags overly much. Hence, the answer to the third research question
cannot be verified completely positive. The user attributes do influence the
information flow trees, but only some of the shown comparisons correlate
strongly.
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This thesis analyzed a Twitter dataset of computer scientists. The thesis
is mainly focused on the usage of Twitter by computer scientists and the
hashtag usage within this dataset was particularly investigated. The Twitter
dataset was created by crawling the Twitter-API for the Tweets of specific
Twitter accounts. The Twitter accounts were selected based on results of
previous studies of other authors.

First of all, the used Twitter dataset was examined as a whole. In the
course of this examination, the social relationships between the Twitter
users were investigated. These follower and friend relationships are not
equally distributed through the set of users. Hence there are users connected
to many others, while some users have only weak or none connections at
all. Interestingly there is no apparent rule or tendency on how many of a
user’s followers share the user’s research interests.

The network created by the follower relationships between the users plays an
important role at studying the information distribution through the Twitter
network. Further experiments indicated that this network has small world
properties. The research area affiliations of the users are visibly represented
in this network, but there are no real borders between the users of different
research areas.

Moreover, the Tweets themselves were examined. Apparently most Tweets
were created during workdays and probably during work, but that is partly
speculation. The Tweet per user distribution was found to be highly skewed,
since most users are seldom active, while a small subset of users creates a
major part of all Tweets.

User interactions on Twitter take place by mentioning, retweeting and
replying to each other. The results on the examination of these interactions
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show that most of these interactions are done between users affiliated to the
same research areas. Interacting with followers and friends is also popular,
but the popularity recedes over time. Users not connected by follower
relationships or common research areas hardly interact with each other.

A large part of this thesis is dedicated to the analysis of hashtag usage.
It was shown that the hashtag usage is not equally distributed. So there
are some heavily used hashtags, while the majority of hashtags is only
used a few times. The usage patterns of the more often used hashtags
change frequently, but overall the hashtag usage stays constant. One of
this thesis’ hypotheses was that some hashtags might be specific to some
research areas (RQ 1). A visualization of the area affiliation of some selected
hashtags indicated, that there are indeed hashtags, which are for the most
part used by users affiliated to some particular research areas. Furthermore,
an automatic approach was presented, which allows assigning the hashtags
into area specific and general hashtags.

A substantial part of this thesis attends to the analysis of the diffusion of
hashtags through the Twitter network. In order to represent this information
flow (RQ 2), information flow trees were proposed. Information flow trees
model the flow of pieces of information through a network. In this case, the
follower network is used. This way information flow trees show how users
are influenced by other users to use certain hashtags. Most important for
the creation of information flow trees is a good choice for a time frame. This
time frame determines the maximum allowed time between two hashtag
usages to get included into an information flow tree. By investigating the
time between the creation of a Tweet and its Retweets, a time frame of
nineteen hours was chosen.

After the optimal parameters for the creation of information flow trees were
identified, the information flow trees of some selected hashtags were ana-
lyzed. Thereby the created trees, their length and duration were compared.
These information flow trees differ quite much and there is no evident
correlation between the created trees and the usage patterns. Thereafter the
information flow trees for a greater set of hashtags were calculated in order
to find an answer to the third research question (RQ 3). This hypothesis
states that the measurements gained from the information flow trees corre-
late with certain user attributes. The executed analysis showed that there
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are indeed features correlating with each other, but most correlations were
found to be quite weak. However, there were still some notable correlations:
Users with many followers are usually good information spreaders and
often create new information and users, who create many Retweets, are
usually found in many information flow trees.

5.1 Future work

This thesis is based on the usage of hashtags within a scientific community.
The insights gained by this thesis lead to new aims and questions which
might be approached in future works. These future works are explained
shortly in the following:

The information flow trees described in this thesis could be used to track
other pieces of information than hashtags. For instance, URLs or buzzwords
could be tracked and the data source for these trees is not limited to Twitter
data, so data from other online social networks could be used as well. The
information flow trees themselves could also get enhanced. For instance, the
links could get weighted by considering the time difference and possible
repetitions. Hence, if two usages occurred closely after each other, the link
would be tighter, than for two usages which are apart by almost the whole
allowed time frame.

The analysis of the existing information flow trees is also not exhaustive.
For instance, the way how information gets distributed on Twitter could
get evaluated more closely. When looking at the information flow tree
of a specific hashtag, most usages within the tree might originate from
Retweets rather than ordinary Tweets. This way, a classification between
information spreading and information creating activities might be possible.
Furthermore, the user roles could be looked closer at. Currently only the
source and sink count and the user’s efficiency at spreading information
is measured. However, there is no classification of users into information
sources, sinks or spreaders.

In order to provide better meaning closer to reality information flow trees,
only Tweets of the same language could be considered for a possible transfer
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of information. However, users using different language might rarely com-
municate and thus seldom follow each other. Yet, the links between users
originating from different language groups are forming another research
question. Another possible way to get better information flow trees is the
grouping of hashtags which are standing for the same topics or events. Ex-
amples of this would be grouping the hashtags fb and facebook or charliehebdo
and jesuischarlie. Eliminating possible typing errors in the hashtags is also a
possible way to improve the information flow trees.

Information flow trees represent the observed flow of pieces of information
through a social network. However, a prediction experiment is also conceiv-
able. This way, the information flow of some piece of information could get
predicted. The results of this thesis show that there are attributes which
influence the information flow trees, but the correlation is not very strong.
Maybe a combination of features or additional information like the user’s
research area and interests could help to get a good prediction.

5.2 Real world contributions

Mainly, this work is a scientific work, but its results could be used for
other projects, which are not building thereof, as well. Based on the thesis’
results and possible future work, commercial usage might be possible, too.
However, to use this work commercially several adjustments would have to
be made.

The Twitter crawler used in this thesis could be easily adjusted to crawl other
Twitter datasets. Different crawling strategies should be possible, due to
the crawler’s modularity. While a commercial usage is unlikely, the crawler
could be used for other scientific projects.

Another, but more hypothetical, usage is to use this thesis’ results for
marketing and promotion. Since the results allows to find the most effective
information spreader and to detect information sinks, this knowledge could
be used to help promoting new products more effectively.
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